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As the number of cores integrated onto a die increases, the potential for in-

creased throughput exists, as work can be decomposed into parallel tasks and

divided among the computing elements. However, the communication architec-

ture between cores must handle an increase in bandwidth demand, as the total

traffic on the interconnection network scales with the number of active processor

cores and cache banks. Poor wire scaling has complicated things further, leading

to increased latency cost of communication between distant points on the die.

This motivates our investigation of advanced interconnect architectures aimed at

reducing on-chip memory-access latency as well as network power consumption.

RF-Interconnect (RF-I) is a low-latency, low-power, high-bandwidth signaling

technology projected to scale better than both conventional wires or competing

transmission line technologies. In this dissertation, we present the first on-chip

interconnection network which utilizes RF-I technology as an overlay upon a
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conventional wire mesh topology, logically behaving as a set of express-channels

(or shortcuts) between distant end-points on the chip. Assuming a 400mm2

die, we have demonstrated that in exchange for 0.18% of area overhead on the

active layer, RF-I can provide an average 13% (max 18%) boost in application

performance, corresponding to an average 22% (max 24%) reduction in packet

latency.

We have also observed that the patterns of core-to-core and core-to-cache

communication may vary over the course of an application’s execution as well as

within an application. Informed by these findings, we have employed dynamically

adaptive RF-I shortcuts in our topology, which provide communication band-

width only where and when required. Furthermore, we reduce overall network

power-consumption by reducing bandwidth of the baseline mesh links, substi-

tuting RF-I for conventional-wire to realize an overall power and performance

gain. We demonstrate that this overall strategy can enable a 65% NoC power

savings as well as an 82.3% NoC area savings, with a simultaneous performance

gain of 1%. Finally, we demonstrate that even under ideal conditions, there is

no significant performance nor power advantage to adapting RF-I shortcuts more

frequently than once per application.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The age of nanometer design has brought power and thermal constraints into

sharp focus, making them high-priority architectural design metrics. Addition-

ally, long wires (such as those that communicate dependency information) have

become problematic, as their delay and the power consumption of their repeaters

is increasing relative to that of the transistors that drive them [HMH01]. Thus,

high-frequency single-core processors have become less attractive in the nanome-

ter age, as their performance gains are achieved at a tremendous energy ex-

pense. Processor manufacturers are increasingly relying on Chip Multi-processor

(CMP) [ONH96] designs, where silicon resources are partitioned among a num-

ber of processor cores. These cores can be connected together with a network

on-chip (NoC) [BM02] interconnect that can also include the shared on-chip (but

off-core) cache hierarchy.

CMPs provide the opportunity to integrate cooperating cores onto a single

piece of silicon to exploit thread-level parallelism. As the number of cores in-

tegrated onto a die increases, the potential for increased throughput exists, as

work can be decomposed into parallel tasks and divided among the computing

elements. However, the communication architecture between cores must han-

dle an increase in bandwidth demand, as the total traffic on the network scales

with the number of active processor cores and cache banks. Poor wire scaling

has complicated things further, leading to increased latency cost of communi-
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cation between distant points on the die. For memory-intensive workloads, the

performance gains of increased parallelism may be lost to a high-latency inter-

connect. As a result, interconnects have been projected to be the limiting factor

in nanometer designs [KB02]. This motivates our investigation of advanced inter-

connect architectures aimed at reducing on-chip memory-access latency, allowing

CMP performance to scale to 64 cores and beyond.

The design of the on-chip communication infrastructure will have a dramatic

impact on performance, area, and power of future CMPs. Power in particular

is a concern for the interconnect-dense infrastructure that would be required for

high bandwidth between various on-chip components. Recent projections have

estimated that the interconnect will consume about 20 to 30% of the total power

budget of a chip multiprocessor [ODH07][CMR06]. Furthermore, it has been

projected that even if the interconnect is given 20% of a total chip budget, the

communication requirements of some bandwidth-hungry applications will exceed

this budget by more than an order of magnitude as the number of cores scales into

the hundreds [ODH07]. To combat this ever-worsening problem, we investigate

opportunities to reduce overall interconnect power consumption by reducing the

complexity of the interconnect without sacrificing the application performance.

Physical circuit designers have recently made technological advances in high

speed transmission-line technology, including radio-frequency interconnect (or

RF-I) [CRZ01], optical interconnect [KKD06], and pulse voltage signaling [BW03].

Of these, RF-I is particularly promising due to its low-latency, high-aggregate

bandwidth, thermal insensitivity, low-energy consumption, and compatibility

with existing CMOS design process. RF-I transmission lines provide single-cycle

cross-chip communication, a feat no longer possible with conventional wire tech-

nology [HMH01]. However, due to the area consumed by transmitter/receiver
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logic, RF-I cannot completely replace traditional RC wires.

To conduct our investigation, we require a framework capable of efficiently

simulating the cycle-accurate execution of a many-core CMP. Unfortunately, ex-

isting micro-architecture simulators are inappropriate for this purpose. Tradi-

tional single-core simulators are largely unable to execute either multiple simul-

taneous processes or multi-threaded processes. Simulation models built atop full-

system simulators tend to be too heavy-weight, making simulation impractically

slow for more than a small number of cores. Faster standalone multi-processor

simulators lack scalable cache-coherence and interconnect models which would

support a many-core CMP. To address these limitations, we have built a simula-

tor named MC-Sim (Multi-Core Simulator).

Our simulator can accommodate multiple simultaneous single- or multi- threaded

applications, all sharing a central view of physical memory. We have designed

a custom L1 and L2 cache interface and added support for a scalable 2D or 3D

mesh interconnect. Caches, cores, and memory interfaces can be flexibly assigned

to different positions in the interconnect topology, and inter-router links can be

added or disabled using configuration files, greatly easing the generation of a

variety of topologies. Additionally, we have designed a scalable directory-based

MSI cache-coherence protocol optimized with state-of-the-art features such as

reply-forwarding and silent evictions. MC-Sim tractably simulates the execution

of 64 or more active superscalar cores, allowing us to quickly measure the impact

of a variety of design options on application performance.

We have investigated the use of multi-band RF-I to provide single-cycle short-

cuts between distant endpoints in a large mesh topology. Assuming a 400mm2

die, we demonstrate that in exchange for a mere 0.18% of area overhead on the

active layer, RF-I can provide an average 13% (max 18%) boost in application
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performance, corresponding to an average 22% (max 24%) reduction in packet

latency. We have found that RF-I access points may become traffic bottlenecks

when many packets try to use the shortcuts at once, and have created a routing

strategy that adapts RF-I utilization during execution to actively combat this

congestion.

We have also observed that the patterns of core-to-core and core-to-cache

communication may vary over the course of an application’s execution as well

as across multiple applications. Fortunately multi-band RF-I enables flexible

re-allocation of its communication channels, enabling low-cost reconfiguration

of the set of shortcuts it provides. Using a diverse set of cutting-edge bench-

marks [CKS08] as well as synthetic network traces representing the communica-

tion needs of emerging applications, we demonstrate that by exploiting recon-

figurable RF-I shortcuts, we can tune the interconnect bandwidth allocation to

meet the particular communication needs of a given application. This allows

us to simplify the underlying conventional-wire interconnect, providing a 65%

power savings with a simultaneous 1% network latency advantage over a base-

line mesh. Finally, we demonstrate that there is no reason to reconfigure RF-I

shortcuts more frequently than once per executing application, as more frequent

reconfiguration fails to demonstrate a significant performance advantage.
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CHAPTER 2

Related Work

2.1 Network On Chip

Networks-on-chip were proposed in the early 2000s by application-specific system-

on-chip (SoC) designers [HJK00][BM02] as well as designers of interconnection

networks for multiprocessor systems [DT01]. Hemani et al. [HJK00] published

one of the first studies of what they called ”Network on a Chip” (or NoC). They

claimed qualitatively that NoC architectures were the logical successors of SoCs

implemented on FPGAs. FPGA interconnect remained fixed even though com-

putational logic and signal routing could be reconfigured to provide dedicated

per-application data-processing and migration. The authors counter-proposed

an architecture whose computational, storage, and I/O resources were placed at

design time and connected via a fixed interconnect topology that behaved as a

flexibly-shared communication network. Such a system would provide the more

crucial task- or process-level ”reconfigurability” rather than providing reconfig-

urability at the logic level. Hemani et al. argued that this system would provide

the most design productivity in the sub 100nm era. They also pointed out that

a switch-based interconnect would provide natural communication pipelining,

which would help make the system less sensitive to wire delays. This latter claim

was quite prescient, as much attention was drawn to the poor scaling of wire

delay by a performance study published the following year [HMH01].
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In 2002, Benini and De Micheli [BM02] pointed out that it was becoming in-

creasingly difficult to maintain a single clock source with negligible skew, as wires

that span the chip were beginning to extend longer than the projected clock pe-

riod. Interconnect technology was identified as a limiting factor for SoC designs,

which themselves had grown sufficiently complex to require an increasingly mod-

ular design approach. Dally and Towles [DT01] identified multiple advantages of

replacing global wiring with a modular interconnection network. Among these

was more efficient wire utilization, as the network could be shared between many

communication flows. These researchers agreed that the time had come to move

to a modular interconnect design with fewer global wires, and opened the NoC re-

search area with the goal of adapting models and techniques from network design

and applying them to the design of complex, multi-core chips.

Kumar et al. [KZT05] explored the interconnect design space for 4-16 core

chip-multiprocessors. These researchers demonstrated that it is critical to co-

design the on-chip interconnect along with the cores and cache-bank infras-

tructure, as an aggressive interconnect consumes power and silicon real-estate

that could constrain the number, size, and complexity of cores and cache-banks.

Conversely, increasing the number of cores and cache banks places both extra

bandwidth demands and extra area/power constraints on the interconnect archi-

tecture. The researchers proposed a hierarchical shared bus fabric designed to

reduce local communication overheads at the expense of cross-chip latency. How-

ever, scalability seems to be an issue with such a shared fabric when designing

for a chip with many cores. Even on a 16 core design, the shared bus consumed

more than two cores worth of power, and contributed more than 25% performance

overhead.

Techniques to enhance network-on-chip architectures are further discussed in
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subsequent sections of this chapter.

2.2 Alternative Physical Interconnect

Beckmann and Wood [BW03] introduced the use of transmission lines for mit-

igating the impact of the communication latency between L2 cache banks and

the cache controllers. They have outlined CMP floorplans optimized for less

complex circuitry, where the cache banks reside near the edges of the chip and

cache controllers are located in the center of the chip. Transmission lines pro-

vide a low latency shortcut between two components distantly located from each

other. However, in future CMPs with a large number of cores and cache banks on

the die, it is essential to extend such schemes for improving the latency of both

core-to-core and as core-to-cache communication. And while transmission lines

provide low-latency shortcuts in a mesh topology, they do not take advantage of

frequency divided communication.

Ogras and Marculescu [OM06] explored the enhancement of a standard mesh

network via addition of application-specific long-range links between pairs of

frequently-communicating routers. The insertion of long-range links to ”short-

cut” communication in an interconnection network is often referred to as the

addition of express channels. This is based on the naming convention established

by Dally in his work on Express Cubes [Dal91], wherein he proposed augmenting

a k-ary n-cube network with special channels to provide a reduced-hop path for

non-local messages and also reduce overall network diameter. Ogras and Mar-

culescu proposed a specific type of express-channel design named Small World.

The goal of their work was to maximize the amount of traffic that could be

injected into the network before saturation was reached. Using a profile of an ap-

plication’s network traffic, their algorithm searches through all possible shortcut
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permutations and then estimates the effect of these shortcuts on the critical traf-

fic load. In order to avoid deadlock in routes constructed using these links, they

employ a turn-model route restriction called South-Last (which we implement

and evaluate in Section 4.2.3). Unlike the single-cycle shortcuts employed in our

proposed architecture, Ogras and Marculescu implement their long-range links

using a higher-latency point-to-point pipelined bus (or buffered-wire) technology.

The application-specific nature of these long-range links makes them unsuitable

for use in a general-purpose architecture, and no algorithms were presented to

adapt their use to changing communication conditions.

Kirman et al. [KKD06] have employed optical technology to design a shared

bus for a 64 core CMP. While their design does take advantage of the low-latency

and high bandwidth characteristics of optical technology via simultaneous trans-

mission on different wavelengths, they examine optical interconnect to augment

a bus topology instead of a more scalable mesh topology.

Cheng et al. [CMR06] propose a heterogeneous interconnect by demonstrating

the mapping of communications to different wire implementations while trying to

increase performance and decrease the power dissipation. They have achieved this

by observing that some coherence transactions have inherent slack, as some mes-

sages must travel fewer hops than others. Such messages are identified as candi-

dates for slower, lower-power wires in order to save energy without sacrificing per-

formance. Similarly, narrow-width messages can be routed on lower-bandwidth

wires optimized for lower-latency. This work was expanded in [MB07], where low-

latency, low-bandwidth wires were exploited for aggressive cache lookup based on

partial tag-match. These wires were also used to design a low-latency bus-based

address network for a limited number of cores and cache-banks. (As with the

shared-bus interconnects of [KZT05] and [KKD06], this approach would likely
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suffer as cores and cache-banks proliferate in future CMP designs.)

None of these studies have considered dynamically adapting shortcut utiliza-

tion during an application run. Applications exhibit a wide range of communica-

tion patterns, and for future CMPs with large number of cores on chip overuse of

shortcut access points can lead to substantial congestion, as we will later demon-

strate.

2.2.1 3D Design Integration

One of the more promising physical design technologies to emerge in recent years

is 3D integration, whereby a chip may have more than one active silicon layer.

3D integrated circuits are realized by vertically stacking 2D silicon dies. Multiple

types of die-stacked designs are possible [BAB06], including...

• Placement of logic blocks within a single processor core on separate layers.

• Placement of different silicon technologies on separate layers, such as mem-

ory cells stacked on top of logic that accesses them.

• Placement of multiple processor cores and cache banks, connected by a

mesh NoC, on separate layers [LNR06].

3D integration has much promise in reducing the amount of wiring within

microprocessor/CMP designs, as the stacking of on-chip structures reduces the

number of components on a given silicon layer. If each layer can be reduced in

size and complexity, the average wire length within a layer can be reduced as

well. Also, 3D NoC designs [LNR06] have the potential to reduce the Manhattan

distance between cores and cache-banks in large chips. This reduction in average

hop-count for requests can accelerate on-chip communication.
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However, thermal constraints must be respected during 3D layout, as power

density can increase greatly if two active regions are stacked on top of each other,

leading to thermal hotspots. Increased chip temperatures are a major challenge

in 3D design, and can be a major consideration in component placement. Black et

al. [BAB06] applied voltage scaling to 3D designs to neutralize the temperature

of their 3D processor, but sacrificed nearly half of their performance benefit in

doing so. Li et al. [LNR06] proposed an algorithm to perform CPU placement

across 3D layers such that CPUs are never directly stacked above each other, but

this algorithm is limited to placing up to 4 processor cores per layer.

Li et al. [LNR06] explored a 3D NoC mesh design with 8 processor cores

and 256 L2 cache banks. Their layers were connected via communication pil-

lars, implemented using a dTDMA bus, and allowing single-cycle communication

between any two layers. However, this pillar implementation relies on a central

arbiter with control signals connecting all the layers of the chip. The presence of

centralized arbitration restricts the scaling of processor cores as well as number

of communication pillars in their design.

Kim et al. recently proposed the DimDe router for 3D NoC architectures

[JNP07] which fuses the crossbars of all routers in the same vertical column into

a unified entity. This router addresses the problem of centralized arbitration for

inter-layer communication by employing a hierarchical arbitration scheme. The

first stage selects between requests from a single layer and the second stage orga-

nizes the winners (up to one per layer) from the first stage and decides on how to

organize this traffic over the segmented inter-layer link. Although DimDe offers

impressive latency and throughput results on several traffic patterns, it was evalu-

ated in the context of an 8-core CMP with 32 cache banks, evenly divided between

4 layers. In a recent followup study [PED08], Park et al. explore the design of
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a 4-layer 3D NoC and enhance it with 2-hop express channels placed between

every other router. These express channels are short enough to incur equivalent

delay to the baseline inter-router links, even implemented in conventional wire.

In their study, the scale of the network considered is comparable to that of a 6x6

2D mesh network. Although the 3D CMP designs in [LNR06][JNP07][PED08]

have demonstrated much potential, challenges remain in scaling these designs to

larger numbers of active cores.

Liu et al. [LMK07] have developed tools and methods to efficiently automate

the exploration of 3D design space. Rather than simply implementing 3D archi-

tectures as stacks of traditional 2D dies, they explore fine-grain 3D integration via

combining 2D/3D implementations of individual logic blocks in the same design.

This is achieved by a 3D exploration framework which models 3D design as a

cube-packing problem. Their framework is equipped with a temperature simula-

tor tool that is used to alleviate the well-known thermal problem in die-stacking.

The thermal problem is addressed via the automatic placement of thermal vias,

which absorb high-temperatures over a given area.

2.2.2 Radio Frequency Interconnect

Radio Frequency Interconnect (or RF-I) was proposed in [CRZ01] as a high ag-

gregate bandwidth, low latency alternative to traditional interconnect. Prior to

this thesis, researchers have not studied the application of RF-I to CMP network

design. However, RF-I has been studied as an interconnect for off-chip, off-board

applications [CVC05] [KKX05]. As we later evaluate the challenges of integrating

this technology with a many-core chip multiprocessor, we find it worthwhile to

briefly discuss its physical characteristics here.

The concept of RF-Interconnect is based on transmission of waves over a
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Figure 2.1: A Ten Carrier RF-Interconnect

transmission line, rather than the transmission of voltage signals over a wire.

When using traditional voltage signaling, the entire length of the wire has to be

charged and discharged to signify either ’1’ or ’0’. This can consume much time

and energy. In RF-I an electro-magnetic carrier wave is continuously sent along

the transmission line instead. Data is modulated onto that carrier wave using

amplitude and/or phase changes.

It is possible to improve bandwidth efficiency of RF-I by sending many si-

multaneous streams of data over a single transmission line. This is referred to

as multi-band (or multi-carrier) RF-I. In multi-band RF-I, there are N mixers

on the transmitting (or Tx) side, where N is the number of senders sharing

the transmission line. Each mixer up-converts individual data streams into a

specific channel (or frequency band). On the receiver (Rx) side, N additional

mixers are employed to down-convert each signal back to the original data, and

N low-pass-filters (LPF) are used to isolate the data from residual high-frequency

components. A 10-carrier (N=10) RF-I is shown in Figure 2.1, and the actual

waveform sent across the transmission line (carrying 10 distinct data streams) is

shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Waveform on Transmission Line For Ten Carrier RF-I

Technology # Carriers Data rate per

band (Gb/s)

Power

(mW)

Energy

per bit

(pJ)

Area(Tx+Rx)

(mm2)

Area/Gbps

(µm2/Gbps)

90nm 6 5 36 1.2 0.0107 357

65nm 8 6 48 1 0.0112 233

45nm 10 7 60 0.85 0.0115 164

32nm 12 8 72 0.75 0.0119 124

22nm 14 10 84 0.6 0.0123 88

Table 2.1: Scaling Trend of RF-I

A single-band RF-I has been designed in 90nm CMOS technology at UCLA.

Using ITRS [itr06] projections, the scaling trend for RF-I can be demonstrated

down to 22nm process technology. Table 2.1 shows these parameters, which we

will later make use of in our evaluation of RF-I as a viable interconnect technology

for CMPs.

2.3 Other Techniques To Improve NoC Performance

Most recent work has considered improvements to both the routers [APG07]

[JKY07] [JNP07] [NPK06] and topology [KDA07] of future NoC designs, in order

to alleviate the effect of interconnect latency. Abad et al. [APG07] introduce the
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Rotary Router, a circular structure in which packets circulate from port-to-port

until they reach their destination, avoiding the head-of-line blocking exhibited

by typical FIFO buffers. Jin et al. [JKY07] propose a highly speculative single-

cycle wormhole router that replicates packets to less-utilized channels in order

to support multicasting. Jin’s work does not consider CMP designs, but rather

multi-banked NUCA caches accessed by a single processor. Nicopoulos et al.

[NPK06] designed ViChaR, a router design that addresses uneven buffer utiliza-

tion and head-of-line blocking by dynamically allocating storage from a unified

buffer set to a varying number of virtual channels. Gratz et al. [GGK08] explore

techniques to propagate and aggregate network congestion statistics to enhance

the information used by adaptive routing strategies. Das et al. [DMN08] have

studied the tradeoff of compressing data in the network interface versus in the

cache in order to reduce the storage and network-traffic footprint, saving both

network latency and power-consumption.

Kodi et al. have proposed iDEAL [KSL08], which trades buffer-space in

routers for buffer-space in inter-router links, in order to reduce overall network

power consumption. The links examined by Kodi et al. are dual-function links,

which are capable of data transmission as well as data storage. These are im-

plemented by replacing conventional wire-repeaters with three-state repeaters

which can function as buffers. Control logic is required to set the state of each

dual-function link in the network. In spirit, this is similar (and orthogonal) to

techniques we employ in Chapter 5, where we also trade a certain amount of old

technology (conventional RC wire) for new technology (RF-interconnect) in order

to experience a net power savings.

Hu et al. [HZC06] observe that in addition to power and latency co-optimization,

topology selection and wire-style assignment are important aspects of NoC design.
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As with the optimization heuristics proposed in Chapter 5 of this dissertation,

the topologies selected by Hu et al. are based on application-specific communica-

tion patterns. However, the selection algorithms that they propose are intended

for use at design-time on application-specific processors, and are too complex

to employ in a general-purpose architecture, especially if the topology is both

optimized and reconfigured at execution time. Pinto et. al [PCS02] developed a

similar design-time heuristic to automate the design of an optimal on-chip com-

munication architecture using a set of library elements including passive links

and active switches/repeaters. Pinto’s heuristic to compose these elements used

three primitive operations: lengthening links via repeater-insertion, widening

links via adding parallel links, and merging distinct channels using segmenta-

tion/duplication. Communication requirements are conveyed on a per-channel

basis via the distance to be covered and the required bandwidth of data trans-

mitted. Their behavioral implementation of this approach, CosiNoC, is used in

Chapter 5 as a reference for our link power-estimation method. In Chapter 5

we discuss both design-time and run-time heuristics to partially reconfigure an

NoC topology in order to meet application-specific communication demands. We

show that communication frequency (i.e. message count) is just as good a metric

of communication demand as Pinto’s bandwidth-measurement, and simpler to

collect in hardware.

Kim et al. [KDO08] observed that there is no single network design that

can provide optimal performance across a range of communication patterns, and

proposed a polymorphic interconnect that can be customized to match the com-

munication needs of a particular application. However, they do not consider

power consumption when evaluating the cost of their customizable NoC design,

although this is an increasingly critical metric. Neither do they provide heuristics

to identify the optimal interconnect configuration for a given application. Finally,
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their work does not account for the latency-impact of long wires, but rather re-

duces the operating frequency of the NoC such that all wires in the design can be

traversed within a single clock cycle. In this dissertation, we propose heuristics

to quickly identify a set of express channels (or shortcuts) for a given application,

and literally tune the topology at runtime to allocate bandwidth to the most

frequently-used long communication paths of a particular application, realizing

an overall power savings while matching baseline performance. Furthermore, we

use multi-channel RF-I transmission-line technology to implement long links in

our topology, ensuring single-cycle transmission on all links without sacrificing

network operating-frequency.

A standard mesh interconnect allows each router in the network to service one

local component (either core, cache-bank, memory interface, or other). Routers

in these topologies are typically 5-port, with ports connecting each router to its

(north, south, east, west) neighboring routers and an additional fifth (local) port

connecting the router to the component it services. When the local component

needs to send a message into the network, this message is first sent to its dedicated

router via the local port. Likewise, when a message leaves the network, this

message travels through the local port of the dedicated router to the recipient

component. In our work, we use such a standard mesh topology, implemented by

the baseline architectures in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

Balfour and Dally [BD06] have proposed the use of high-radix router tech-

nology to implement concentration in on-chip networks. These routers employ

more than 5 ports, allowing them to service multiple local components as well

as connect to additional (non-neighboring) routers via longer links. Concentra-

tion reduces a normal mesh (or radix-1) mesh to a radix-N mesh, where N local

components are serviced by each router. (Note that the radix of the mesh is
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not the same as the radix of the router.) This reduces the average hop-count of

(and number of routers in) the mesh, at the cost of additional area, complex-

ity, and static-power consumption per router. Kim et al. [KDA07] exploit these

high-radix routers, employing many narrow links as opposed to few wide links, in

order to create a flattened butterfly network topology. In this topology, each di-

mension of the network is fully connected with relatively low expense. Although

this topology was originally proposed for off-chip interconnection, it has been

extended for use in an on-chip topology, placed as a 4x4 radix-4 concentrated

mesh with fully-connected rows and fully-connected columns [KBD07]. The use

of transmission line technology to implement shortcuts in a concentrated network

is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but we are optimistic that a marriage

of the two techniques might be beneficial. The Dragonfly topology [KDS08],

a recent extension of the flattened butterfly topology for off-chip interconnec-

tion networks, provides cost-effective long-range cables atop a high-radix router

topology. The long-range cables are effectively network ”shortcuts” (similar to

the express channels of Dally’s express cube [Dal91]) and are implemented in

optical transmission-line technology.

The techniques discussed in this section are largely orthogonal to our design,

but despite the gains seen by these studies, the fundamental latency of wires

makes interconnect alternatives like RF-interconnect more attractive for future

technology generations.

2.4 Non-Uniform Cache Architectures

As wire delays have increased relative to transistor switching speed, and on-

chip communication latencies have become increasingly costly in clock cycles,

researchers have found that multi-megabyte last-level on-chip cache memories
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are best organized as multiple small cache banks, rather than a single monolithic

cache structure. Smaller caches have lower access latency than large caches, as

shorter-length wires are traversed and the number of tags to be compared are

fewer. Additionally, in large monolithic caches, increasing the number of ports

is a poor solution to overlap accesses, as this has a multiplicative effect on area,

leading to higher request latency. In multi-banked organizations, the aggregate

number of ports is larger, and cache requests can often be overlapped as long as

they are made to different banks.

For a multi-banked last-level cache, the hit latency need not be a single,

uniform access time, as it is for large monolithic caches. (Such an organization

is possible, but would be increasingly wasteful as wire delays dominate cross-

chip communication time, as some cache lines are located physically closer to

the requesting processor than others.) In 2002, Kim et al. proposed that multi-

banked on-chip caches could have a continuum of access latencies, whereby a

processor could have faster access to cache lines in banks that are physically closer

to it [KBK02]. This design was referred to as a Non-Uniform Cache Architecture

(or NUCA).

A major choice facing designers of NUCA organizations is how memory should

be mapped to the cache banks. A simple organization could select the resident

bank of a memory location statically, using a subset of bits from its memory ad-

dress. This organization is commonly referred to as Static-NUCA (or SNUCA),

and is a simple and natural way of laying out a multi-banked cache. Another

possibility is to optimize the average cache access time by placing a processor’s fre-

quently accessed data in nearby cache banks, for faster access. Therefore, as cache

lines are accessed more frequently, they are migrated closer to the requesting pro-

cessor. Such a scheme is referred to as Dynamic-NUCA (or DNUCA) [KBK02].
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Although DNUCA seems like a natural way to exploit locality for optimized

organization, difficulties arise when trying to determine how to locate migrated

cache lines. One possibility proposed by Kim et al. [KBK02] is to perform a

multicast/broadcast search to the set of possible cache banks where the block

might reside. This is costly in terms of energy, and wastes much bandwidth

on the interconnect, making it impractical. Another possibility proposed by the

same researchers is a smart search, using a partial tag comparison at some type

of central controller. However, this solution scales poorly, as it requires much

additional storage to support tracking of migrated blocks, as well as some sort of

centralized search mechanism.

One alternative to DNUCA is NuRapid [CPV03], which maintains a decoupled

tag and set of data arrays using forward and backward pointers between tag and

data-entries. In NuRapid, the tag array is centralized, and placed nearby the

processor. Data can be placed in one of many data arrays, at various distances

from the processor. All blocks are initially fetched into the fastest data array,

and bubbled-down (or demoted) to progressively slower data arrays when they

become less utilized. The search mechanism uses sequential tag-data access, and

the proper data array is located via the pointer mechanism. The same researchers

extended their work to CMPs, by later introducing CMP-NuRAPID [CPV05]. In

CMP-NuRAPID, each processor had its own tag array, and the processors flexibly

share the aggregate set of data arrays.

In other CMP designs, two competing high level organizations are discussed in

the literature. At one end of the spectrum is an organization comprised of private

last-level cache banks, where the set of on-chip cache banks are statically parti-

tioned among the set of processor cores. In the private organization, a processor

core may only access/allocate storage space in its own cache-banks. The other
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organization is a set of shared last-level cache banks, where the processor cores

share the aggregate cache space flexibly, such that any core may access/allocate

storage space in any cache-bank on the chip. A private last-level cache orga-

nization minimizes the amount of cross-chip communication, as processors will

only be accessing local cache banks. However, the number of last-level cache

misses is also typically higher, as each core has a limited amount of space to work

with, and in the case of shared-memory multi-threaded applications, any shared

cache block may reside in multiple independent cache banks. This increase in

the number of off-chip memory accesses leads to higher memory access latency.

Sharing the last-level cache banks will maximize the aggregate cache capacity, as

shared blocks may reside in a single cache bank, and fewer capacity and conflict

misses will occur. However, the number of cross-chip cache accesses will increase,

leading to longer-latency memory accesses.

Many proposed organizations do not favor either a fully private or fully shared

last-level cache organization, but some form of hybrid, attempting to expand ef-

fective cache capacity while reducing (or accelerating) traffic from cores to distant

cache banks. These strategies typically start with a nominally private or shared

cache, and employ some form of restricted cache-block replication (as in [CPV05])

or migration (as in the original DNUCA proposal [KBK02]) to bring frequently

accessed cache blocks closer to their requesters.

Chang and Sohi [CS06] started with a private last-level cache organization,

and attacked the limitations of private caches to reap their benefits. They at-

tempted to maximize the number of unique on-chip blocks by discriminating

against replicated cache blocks when replacing lines, thus reducing off-chip misses.

Besides CMP-NuRapid [CPV05], strategies based on a shared last-level cache in-

clude Beckmann and Wood’s CMP-DNUCA [BW04], which expanded on their
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transmission line cache [BW03] to provide a block migration and prefetching

scheme. However, the benefit of their DNUCA strategy relied on a smart search

for migrated cache blocks, and no practical implementation was given for this

search mechanism. Also, shared data had a tendency to migrate to the center

of the chip, limiting the effectiveness of block movement. Beckmann and Wood

later expanded this work, favoring an adaptive replication strategy over cache

block migration [BMW06]. In this work, they chose to focus on replication of

shared read-only blocks, which are frequently requested and have excellent lo-

cality, although they consume only a small fraction of last-level cache capacity.

Their replication strategy relied on a variable probability, which is adjusted using

a set of event counters at each processor. Zhang and Asanovic [ZA05] also used

a shared cache as the basis for their work on Victim Replication, which allocated

storage in nearby L2 banks for conflict/capacity victims of local L1 caches, under

the previously mentioned assumption that victims are likely to be re-accessed

later [Jou90].

Li et al. [LNR06] examined the use of CMP-DNUCA [BW04] on a 3D

network-on-chip using 8 processor cores and 256 cache banks organized in 16

bank clusters. They found that 3D integration reduced the number of cache-

block migrations by more than 80% on average, as the distance from each core

to its frequently accessed banks was greatly reduced. Also they noted that a 3D

SNUCA organization outperformed any of their studied 2-dimensional DNUCA

organizations. It is possible that for few processor cores, 3D integration can ob-

viate the need for sophisticated block migration and replication strategies. These

gains may be realized by other techniques which reduce the overall diameter of

the network, such as adding express channels (as we have done in our work).

However, all of the CMP NUCA organizations discussed in this section have
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been evaluated on very few processor cores (no more than 8). As cores and

cache-banks scale in number, migration and replication strategies will become

more attractive, as accesses to distant on-chip banks become increasingly costly.

However, organizations requiring cross-chip communication to convey locally-

tracked state or to update pointers will be infeasible. Also, search mechanisms

to find relocated cache-blocks will be limited by power/area constraints, and will

need to be low-complexity and low-storage. Multicast strategies, where search

requests are forwarded to a large number of potential cache banks, will waste

precious network bandwidth. Although CMP and NUCA integration has been

well-studied, there remains much to be done to scale these designs to tens or

hundreds of processor cores.

Although the architecture exploration of this dissertation seeks to improve ap-

plication performance by reducing the latency of memory accesses (a goal shared

by research on cache-management), we attack this problem by making improve-

ments to the on-chip interconnect. We speculate that multi-banked last-level

caches will be employed on future processors, and so we have included a NUCA

cache in our work. In order to maximize unique on-chip storage, we choose a

shared last-level cache, rather than providing each processor core with its own

private cache. However, this cache is a static NUCA (SNUCA), which allows

us to study the traffic patterns of application memory access without the com-

plexity and added bandwidth demand of migrating/replicating cache-blocks, nor

performing complex searches for them.

2.5 Microarchitecture Simulators

In order to investigate the CMP systems of the future, a cycle-accurate simulator

framework is required which can efficiently model the execution of a many-core
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CMP. The simulator must be able to support workloads comprised of one or

more single or multi-threaded applications. A multibanked NUCA last-level-

cache should be supported, and a scalable directory-based cache coherence pro-

tocol should be available. Also, the simulator should be able to efficiently model

a scalable switched network on chip. Unfortunately, existing micro-architecture

simulators are ill-equipped for this purpose.

Traditional single-core simulators, such as SimpleScalar [BA97], were designed

to model out-of-order superscalar processor pipelines, and lack the ability to

model multiple application workloads or shared-memory parallel applications, let

alone the simulation of multiple processor cores. While SimpleScalar supports

limited system functionality (such as file I/O) via wrapping calls to the native

OS, it does not contain system support for spawning and managing threads.

Equipping its system model with multi-application or multi-threading support is

a non-trivial task, and would amount to a major modification to the simulator’s

core functionality.

Full-system simulation is frequently used to evaluate CMP architectures. Al-

though many full-system simulators are capable of executing unmodified binaries,

and modeling partial or complete operating system execution, they are often very

slow and heavyweight, even when simply modeling the functional execution of an

application, unburdened by cycle-accurate models of cores and memories.

SimOS [RHW95] was one of the first full-system simulators, and it is equipped

with a number of execution models. The faster models use the host processor

for the bulk of instruction execution, and the slowest model creates a binary

translation at runtime, and executes these instructions in a separate simulator

process, providing a multi-level cache model as well as well as an out-of order

processor model.
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Michigan’s M5 Simulator [BDH06] was built to simulate systems of comput-

ers networked via TCP/IP, which required detailed execution of operating system

code, as well as performance models of the memory and I/O subsystems, includ-

ing network devices. M5 supports the booting of entire operating systems, as

well as the execution of unmodified application binaries using system-call emula-

tion. However, only a shared-bus model is supported to model interconnection of

multiple processor cores, and only 4 processor cores can be simulated at a time.

PTLsim [You] is a cycle-accurate x86 microprocessor simulator, modeling the

full x86-64 instruction set. Although the standard PTLsim is a single-processor,

single-threaded user-space application simulator, it can also be integrated with

the Xen hypervisor [BDF03] to support full-system x86-64 simulation, with multi-

processor and multi-threading support. A very simple cache sharing model is

included, with no built-in support for coherence delays nor interconnect modeling.

Virtutech’s Simics [MCE02] is a full-system functional simulator that can

support the execution of unmodified kernel and driver code. Although Simics does

not come prepackaged with a detailed processor model, it has APIs which support

plug-in extension with timing or microarchitecture models. One of the most

popular Simics plug-ins is Wisconsin’s GEMS Toolset [MSB05], which contains a

separate processor model and memory system simulator. The processor model,

called Opal, models a dynamically-scheduled SPARC v9 processor, and simulates

a large subset of the SPARC instruction set, verifying its functional correctness

with Simics’ simple in-order processor. The memory-system model, named Ruby,

models a hierarchy of caches, which can be shared using any one of many supplied

coherence protocols. Ruby also models a point-to-point switched interconnection

network. Unfortunately, this framework is slow and heavy (nearly two orders of

magnitude slower than SimpleScalar), and as modeled systems are scaled to even
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tens of cores, the complete execution of even a small multithreaded application

could require weeks of simulation time. Carnegie Mellon’s SimFlex [WWF06]

is a statistical simulation tool, also built on top of Simics [MCE02] that uses

representative samples of application behavior to model system behavior, rather

than full application simulation. Although SimFlex was designed to make full-

system simulation feasible, it lacks a detailed network-on-chip model, and cannot

scale to many active processor cores.

The SESC simulator [RFT05] is a very fast single/multi-processor simula-

tor which functionally simulates instructions on a MIPS emulator [VF94] before

modeling their execution on an out-of-order superscalar processor pipeline. To

enable faster simulation, the effects of wrong-path instructions are not modeled,

and no address translation is performed. Although SESC supports the execu-

tion of either single-threaded or shared-memory multi-threaded workloads (using

a POSIX thread-based interface), only a single application can be run on the

simulator. Also, although many cores can be simulated by SESC, only snoopy

cache-coherence protocols and bus-based interconnect are supported for CMP

simulation.

To address the limitations that prevent current microarchitecture simulators

from modeling many-core CMP systems, we have built a simulator framework

named MC-Sim (Multi-Core Simulator). This simulator is discussed in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

MC-Sim: A Multi-Core Simulator

In Section 2.5 we discussed the limited capabilities of current microarchitecture

simulator frameworks. In this chapter, we discuss the simulator framework that

we built: The Multi-Core Simulator, or MC-Sim. MC-Sim can execute work-

loads comprised of multiple applications, each either single- or multi-threaded. A

thin layer of memory system support allows each application to share a physical

view of main memory, and allocates physical page frames to each application as

demanded.

MC-Sim can tractably simulate the execution of 64 or more active superscalar

cores, and has a flexible configuration interface that allows fast mapping of any

thread from any application to any core in the system. For this framework, we

have designed a custom L1 and L2 cache interface, with a robust, directory-

based, MSI cache-coherence protocol. We have also added support for a scalable

2D or 3D mesh interconnect, with store-and-forward packet switching. Caches,

cores, and memory interfaces can be flexibly assigned to different positions in

the interconnect topology, and inter-router links can be added or disabled using

configuration files, greatly easing the generation of a variety of topologies. These

features allow us to quickly evaluate the impact of a variety of design options

for many-core chip-multiprocessors and their interconnection networks, directly

measuring their impact on application performance.

A comparison between the features and performance of some popularly used
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Cycle Multiple Multi Scalable Multiple
Accurate Cores Threading Speed Communication Application

Support Models Workloads
SimpleScalar Yes No No Fast: 150

KIPS
n/a No

Simics/GEMS Yes Yes Yes Slow: 7.5
KIPS @ 8
cores

Yes Yes

M5 Yes Up to 4 Yes Slow: Compa-
rable to Simics

No Yes

SESC Yes Yes Yes Fast: 1100
KIPS

No No

MC-Sim Yes Yes Yes Fast: 32 KIPS
@ 6

¯
4 cores

Yes Yes

Table 3.1: Feature Comparison of Microarchitecture Simulators

microarchitecture simulators is presented in Table 3.1. The SESC and Sim-

pleScalar performance figures were taken from executions on a 1 GHz Pentium

III [RFT05], whereas the other performance numbers were taken from our own

experiments on a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon. In general, although the Simics/GEMS

framework is feature-rich, and can execute unmodified binaries that work on any

SPARC/Solaris system, it is also the heaviest and slowest platform for simulation,

as it supports full-system simulation. MC-Sim is equally feature-rich, yet also

faster, due to its partial-system simulation support. MC-Sim provides essential

OS services to simulated application workloads: thread-scheduling, multi-process

virtual memory management, and access to the host file-system.

3.1 Supporting Multiple Application Workloads

An overview of the simulator framework is provided in Figure 3.1. Each simulated

application in a workload is executed on a separate single- or multi-processor

simulator, shown in the lower left. To model the processor cores in our framework,

we employ a heavily modified version of the SESC simulator [RFT05], harnessing

only its core processor model, and completely rewriting its L1 and L2 cache code,

its on-chip interconnection network, and its memory manager. We chose SESC
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Figure 3.1: MC-Sim Simulator Framework

primarily because of its high simulation speed, which is roughly 10 times that of

SimpleScalar [BA97]. This allows us to tractably simulate designs with 64+ cores.

However, there is no practical restriction on the choice of simulator for processor

model, and other simulators could be substituted if desired, or a fully customized

model could be designed from scratch. To integrate a pre-existing processor

model into MC-Sim, it need only be partitioned at its L1 instruction and data-

cache access point, and rewritten to call (and be called-back) by the API of the

MC-Sim memory system. For each separate application in a simulation workload,

an instance of SESC is executed (one for each application in the workload). Each

SESC instance models the execution of any number of processor cores, where

the number of simulated cores is currently equal to the number of threads of the

application being executed on that instance. (Note that if only one application

is being simulated on the system at a time, only one SESC instance must be

used.) All SESC instances share simultaneous access to a single Driver Process
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which simulates the functionality of the rest of the memory system, including the

on-chip communication infrastructure.

In MC-Sim, each core has a local L1 instruction and data cache (not shown

in Figure 3.1), which is able to forward read and write misses to the L2 caches

(shown in the upper right) via the shared interconnect network (shown in the

lower right). Any core in the system may have a unique configuration, although

the instruction set of all processor cores is identical. For example, a SESC instance

might consist of two cores, one of which is a 4-issue superscalar processor while the

other is a single-issue processor with in-order execution. This allows designers to

experiment with configurations which have the same number of cores but different

areas by varying the complexity of the cores used, such as the heterogeneous

CMPs proposed by Kumar et al [KTR04].

The L2 cache is organized as a shared set of NUCA [KBK02] cache banks

(as described in Section 2.4), where each bank has its own cache controller. The

L2 cache controller stores the directory information of all lines in its associated

cache bank, and is responsible for maintaining coherence between the set of L1

caches sharing each line. Each cache controller handles read and write requests

and sends/receives coherence messages and data to/from L1 caches, using its

interface to the NoC. Additionally, the cache controller forwards L2 misses to

main memory, and receives data from main memory via the NoC. (Main memory

is not shown in this figure.) The number, sizes, and positions of the cache banks

are configurable.

We have implemented an L1 to L2 cache-communication infrastructure which

maintains cache coherence with a scalable directory-based MSI protocol. Addi-

tionally, we have defined an interface between the processor core and the NoC

that is flexible enough to model all the kinds of interaction between the core and
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Figure 3.2: MC-Sim Main Simulation Loop

the remainder of the system.

Although each core communicates with the Network-On-Chip (NoC) individ-

ually, the SESC instance services page-faults and translation misses for the entire

application via a direct interface to the Central Page Handler (or CPH, shown in

upper left of Figure 3.1), which provides memory system functionality to the set

of simulated applications. Every communicating component in the framework is

equipped with its own inbound and outbound message queues, which support the

passing of control messages and memory system requests during execution. Mes-

sage queues are shown in Figure 3.1 at the interface between each SESC instance

and the Central Page Handler, as well as between each core and the NoC, and

between each cache controller and the NoC.

The main simulator loop is depicted in Figure 3.2. The timeline of each

simulation process is shown with a vertical line, and time proceeds from top to

bottom. The Driver Process simulates the Central Page Handler, the Network
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on Chip, each L2 cache bank, and the main memory interfaces. Additionally,

the Driver Process controls the synchronization of each SESC simulation, by

coordinating each clock tick.

Each system clock cycle begins with the Driver Process sending every SESC

instance a Tick message (labeled as step 1 in Figure 3.2). While each SESC sim-

ulator forwards the pipeline of its core(s), possibly generating TLB misses, page

faults, or memory requests, the Driver Process services CPH requests, services

NoC traffic, (optionally) ticks the NoC by one clock cycle, simulates each cache

bank, and simulates the main memory interfaces. (The NoC may operate at a

different frequency than the rest of the system, and thus may not tick on each

system clock cycle.) Finally, the Driver Process blocks until every SESC simu-

lator has returned an acknowledgment message, signaling that it has completed

its clock cycle (shown as step 6 in Figure 3.2). After this, every SESC simulator

waits until it receives a new Tick message (step 1) from the Driver, and the next

cycle commences.

3.2 Socket Communication Infrastructure

The SESC simulator processes communicate with the Driver Process via a socket

interface, allowing them to execute on the same simulation machine, or on dif-

ferent machines across a computer network. Each SESC simulator is a server

listening on a statically-defined port, and the Driver Process is a client, request-

ing communication on this interface. Over this interface, Tick and Ack messages

are sent, synchronizing execution. Every SESC simulator acts as a client to the

Central Page Handler, which serves page faults and TLB misses. Additionally,

each SESC simulator is a client of the NoC, which serves coherence traffic as well

as read/write misses from the L1 instruction/data caches. Therefore two server
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sockets reside at the Driver Process, and one server socket resides at each SESC

simulator.

At initialization time, the SESC simulators are the first processes to run, and

they listen for a client connection from the Driver Process. After connecting, the

Driver gives each SESC simulator a unique simulatorID. After connecting to the

Driver’s CPH and NoC servers, each SESC simulator shares its given simulatorID

with the CPH and NoC via a special Handshake message. This allows consistent

identification of the simulator processes across each of these interfaces.

Given that all of these processes must be synchronized at the beginning and

end of each tick of the system clock, non-blocking sockets are used when possible

to maximize performance. The only blocking sockets are the server sockets that

reside at SESC simulators. SESC simulators block before receiving a Tick from

the Driver, and also while sending an Acknowledgment that their cycle has fin-

ished. Since non-blocking communication is used to send requests to the Central

Page Handler as well as the Network on Chip controller, some non-determinism is

introduced into simulation, as NoC/CPH-bound messages sent by SESC at clock

cycle X may arrive at the Driver at some indeterminate clock cycle Y > X, and

vice versa. This non-determinism could be avoided by ensuring that all processes

block on their respective sockets, at the cost of simulation overhead.

3.2.1 Message Object Hierarchy

Messages sent via sockets include ticks, acks, page-allocation and translation

requests and responses, read and write requests to L2 cache banks and memory,

and cache-coherence traffic. These messages are sent between the processes with

each of their fields (including the message type) encoded in binary. All message

types are objects derived from the base class SockMsg. Every SockMsg object has
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two main functions pack and unpack, which convert messages to and from binary

strings. pack takes no arguments and returns a std::string type, which is

actually a byte array, and may contain NULL bytes. unpack takes a std::string

as an argument, and parses it, setting all fields of the current message object from

this. Every SockMsg also has setter and getter methods to manipulate its fields

directly. Where possible, the message object hierarchy has been designed such

that a message type’s pack and unpack can use its parent’s pack and unpack

functions, and add functionality to parse additional fields not located in the

parent message class. In other words, the object hierarchy extends downward as

more fields are added to a message.

3.2.2 Message Queues

Message queues, as shown in Figure 3.1, are containers that hold BufferEntry

objects. A BufferEntry is a structure containing a message (as a byte-string) as

well as the time that this message may be accessed. The message queue object

is actually implemented as two containers. The first is a priority queue, sorted

by the time that messages are ready. The second is an unsorted vector, which

holds pointers to all buffer entries in the priority queue. The vector enables

optional out-of-order service to the message queue, but no BufferEntry may be

removed until its associated ready cycle. In other words, even though multiple

ready messages can be serviced from a message queue at a time, no message can

be serviced before the cycle that it is ready.

Such constraints provide an easy means of modeling message transmission

delays. For instance, if a message is to be sent from SESC to the Central Page

Handler 10 cycles in the future, it can be inserted into SESC’s outbound mes-

sage queue connecting it to the CPH, with associated ready time of now + 10.
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At this cycle and not before, the message can be removed from the queue and

transmitted.

3.2.3 MC-Sim Via Shared Memory

As mentioned in Section 3.2, asynchronous socket-based communication produces

non-deterministic simulations, which yield non-repeatable results as simulation

results are slightly different every execution. For low-overhead deterministic sim-

ulation, we have prepared a shared-memory version of MC-Sim. This version uses

the same message objects and queues as the socket-based MC-Sim, but instead

of communicating via socket, the SESC and Driver processes communicate using

inter-process communication in the simulation-host’s operating system. Unlike

the socket-based version of MC-Sim, the shared-memory version cannot execute

a simulation across multiple machines.

Using conditional compilation on the preprocessor variable SHARED MEM-

ORY, both the SESC and Driver processes can be compiled to communicate

over shared queues which emulate the behavior of the network communication

of the socket-based version. The definition of the SharedQueue class is in file

Network.h. The shared-queues are used every place a socket is used in the

corresponding socket version of MC-Sim, except for the tick and ack communi-

cation. The functions sescStartCycle, sescEndCycle, driverStartCycle, and

driverEndCycle contain the functionality used by each side to synchronize their

respective clocks. Each SESC simulator and the Driver process have variables

representing their current state. When the Driver is in the middle of executing

a cycle, the shared driverTick variable is set to 1. The Driver sets this vari-

able to 0 at the end of its cycle, to signal that it is ready for the next. Each

SESC simulator has an entry in the shared array sescTicks, and its respective
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entry is set to 0 at the beginning of a cycle, and 1 at the end of a cycle. The

Driver process waits until each simulator has changed sescTicks state before

toggling its driverTick state, and each SESC process blocks after toggling its

sescTicks state until the driverTick state changes. This protocol ensures that

during transmission over inter-process communication (supporting both SESC to

CPH and SESC core to NoC communication), the SESC and Driver process will

be executing the same clock cycle.

3.3 Central Page Handler

The Central Page Handler (CPH) models the physical memory shared by all

running applications, and is responsible for allocating page frames of physical

memory to each application as requested, as well as providing virtual-to-physical

address translations. The CPH assumes a physical memory of 65,536 page frames,

where each page frame is 4 KB in size. The first N frames of physical memory

are reserved as the first-level page table for each of the N SESC simulators.

All remaining frames are allocated on-demand for the purpose of storing either

second-level page tables or application data. Each page table entry consumes 4

bytes, and every virtual memory address is also 4 bytes (or 32 bits). Therefore,

the most significant 10 bits of a virtual address index into the first-level page

table, and the second most significant 10 bits index into the second-level page

table, with the remaining 12 bits of the address acting as an offset into the page.

When all pages of physical memory are allocated, and a request for a new

page allocation arrives, the CPH will evict a page from the process that is using

the most pages. In the case of a tie, the CPH will select a page to evict from

the requesting process. Care must be taken when choosing a page to evict, as

it is undesirable for the CPH to remove a page that is currently being read or
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written to. Therefore, a conservative copy of each simulator’s TLBs is maintained

at the CPH, so that the CPH can know which pages are in-use at the SESC

side. The CPH inserts pages into its TLB copy whenever it allocates them to a

SESC instance, or serves a SESC TLB miss. When a SESC instance replaces a

translation in its TLB, it sends a notification to the CPH, so that the CPH can

remove this page from its TLB copy. Even though the two copies may temporarily

fall out of synch, the CPH will never assume that a page does not reside in a

SESC TLB when it does, and therefore will not evict a page that is in use.

3.4 Directory-Based Implementation of MSI Cache Co-

herence

The cache controller attached to each L2 cache bank (as shown in Figure 3.1)

implements a directory-based MSI cache-coherence protocol for all blocks residing

in the bank. Each L2 cache line maintains a directory of each L1 cache where

every L1-block within that line resides. From this list, the L2 cache controller

can determine whether that block is in

• M state, which means that only one L1 cache owns a valid copy of this

block, and may have already modified it

• S state, which means that one or more L1 caches own a read-only copy of

this block

• I state, which means that no L1 cache has a valid copy of the block

An L1 cache can perform either a read (GETS) or write (GETM) request to

a block that it does not contain, or it may request write permission on a block it

already caches in read-only state (STOM). If an L1 cache makes a GETS request
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on a block that is already in a global S or I state, the L2 cache simply forwards the

block to the L1 cache, and adds the requester cache to the list of current sharers.

Otherwise, if the block is in M state, the L2 cache must forward the request to

the owner L1 cache, which will write the block back to the L2 cache and send

the block to the requester L1 cache directly. This optimization is referred to as

reply-forwarding [CSG99] and avoids the overhead of the requester L1 waiting

for the L2 cache to receive the writeback before forwarding the data.

Additionally, an L1 cache that wishes to evict a block in S state need not

inform the L2 cache of this decision. This is referred to as a silent eviction, and

saves unnecessary traffic overhead.

If an L1 cache makes a GETM or STOM request for a block that is currently

shared in read-only mode by one or more other L1 caches, the L2 cache sends each

other L1 cache an invalidation command for this block, and tells the requester

L1 to wait for the other L1 caches to acknowledge their invalidation. If an L1

cache requests GETM/STOM on a block that is owned (in M state) by another

L1 cache, the L2 cache tells the current owner to invalidate that block and send

it to the requesting L1 cache directly.

These transactions are summarized in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

3.5 Network on Chip

MC-Sim supports simulation of a variety of NoC architectures. The designer

can perform pure timing simulation using the NoC implemented within MC-Sim.

Statistics generated from this simulation can be used as input to a detailed router

model (for example, Orion [WZP02]) to generate NoC power numbers.

Currently, the MC-Sim NoC model assumes a 2-D mesh interconnect of di-
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Figure 3.3: Directory-Based Cache Coherence Protocol (part 1)

Figure 3.4: Directory-Based Cache Coherence Protocol (part 2)
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mension D, comprised of D2 routers. The routers perform store-and-forward

packet switching using either XY/YX-routing, or using a routing table that can

be provided to the simulator as an argument. (XY/YX-routing will be explained

in more detail in Chapter 4.)

In addition to a routing table, the user can also specify the bandwidth of

the baseline inter-router links of the mesh, and also provide a configuration file

that disables individual links in the mesh. Another configuration file can be

optionally specified that adds extra links to the mesh, each given a separate user-

specified width. Using these capabilities, a user can model additional mesh-based

topologies, such as a torus, or a 3D die-stacked mesh network, such as the one

studied in [LNR06].

Finally the user must provide a router-assignment file. This file assigns an

optional computing element to each router’s local port. The computing element

is either a processor core simulated by a SESC instance, an L2 cache bank, or a

main-memory interface. One such configuration, the baseline architecture of our

MORFIC study, is shown in Figure 4.1a. Using the router-assignment file, cache-

banks, processor cores, and memory interfaces can be flexibly assigned to different

positions on the chip. Thus, a variety of many-core CMP network topologies can

be generated and simulated with great ease.

The SimpleNoC class implements a simple mesh-based network-on-chip (with

added or subtracted inter-router links, as described in the previous paragraph).

Each router in the mesh is serviced on every network cycle, and in this cycle each

virtual channel of each queue of each router is given the opportunity to forward

one flit. To simulate a pipelined router latency, each flit is charged a given link-

latency, passed through from the Driver command line. SimpleNoC implements

store-and-forward routing, as flits from a packet must completely accumulate in
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a router buffer before any flit from this packet may proceed beyond this router.

3.6 MC-Simics: A Simics/SPARC Trace-Reader For MC-

Sim

A recent addition to MC-Sim is the ability to execute instruction-level traces

from SPARC machines. These traces are read using the QemuSescReader class

in SESC’s libll. Qemu traces can be produced from Simics [MCE02] or SPARC

instruction-level traces using a program simics2qemu which has been developed.

simics2qemu reads a raw multi-core Simics trace and converts it to N qemu

traces (where N is the number of cores executing in Simics). The QemuSescReader

loads each qemu trace into the ”instruction” memory of its corresponding thread,

and passes the next instruction to each thread’s FetchEngine [RFT05] on an

executePC event.

In a Simics raw trace, there are either one or two entries per each instruction.

Each instruction has an entry corresponding to the instruction’s program-counter,

next-PC, src and destination registers, and opcode. If the instruction is either

a load or store, a data entry will follow its instruction entry, containing the

value and virtual address of any memory read or written to by this instruction.

When simics2qemu writes a qemu trace, it packages all needed information (PC,

next-PC, source/destination registers, opcode, type, subtype, and data virtual

address [if any]) into a single 36-byte qemu entry. This is much smaller than the

entries of a Simics raw trace, which are 72 bytes apiece. As roughly one-third

of the instruction stream tends to be data accesses, this amounts to an average

requirement in the Simics raw trace of 96 bytes per SPARC instruction.

There are two important benefits to using Simics traces on MC-Sim. On
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every execution, the same instructions will execute no matter what. This means

that different network conditions and varying lock-grant orders will not affect the

execution path of a particular application. Thus, multithreaded instruction-trace

simulations will not suffer the variability problems discussed by Alameldeen et

al [AW03]. Additionally, applications need not be compiled using SESC’s libapp

functions [RFT05]. Rather, setting up benchmarks is as easy as running the

benchmark on Simics and writing an execution trace to disk. With the MC-

Sim SPARC trace-reading functionality, MC-Sim has the ability to simulate any

application that can be compiled on a SPARC machine.

The use of Simics traces on MC-Sim does have some drawbacks, however.

These traces contain system-level instructions, as Simics is a full-system sim-

ulator. This tends to make each trace larger (and execute longer) than the

instruction count of applications compiled for MC-Sim using libapp, which sup-

ports only partial-system simulation. Thus, it is advised to use Simics’ magic

instruction judiciously in preparing traced applications, so that only interesting

functionality is captured/traced and hence simulated on MC-Sim. Also, com-

plex dependencies still exist at the network and cache-coherence level, and the

acceleration of non-critical threads on one configuration (versus another) may

still affect performance, regardless of the lack of instruction-level variability. Put

differently, even though the instructions are fixed on a trace-based simulation,

the number of network messages is not necessarily fixed across simulations on

different configurations.

3.7 Public Release of MC-Sim

At the time of this dissertation, MC-Sim is not yet publicly available, but has been

accepted for publication [CGH08]. It is expected that MC-Sim will eventually be
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released to the public. The contents of this chapter serve as documentation of

this software.
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CHAPTER 4

MORFIC: Mesh Overlaid with RF-InterConnect

In this chapter we present the MORFIC (Mesh Overlaid with RF InterConnect)

architecture: a conventional mesh topology augmented with RF-I enabled short-

cuts to reduce communication latency. RF interconnects can provide scalable,

low-latency communication with conventional CMOS technology. RF-I is also

extremely flexible, as different frequencies on different transmission lines can be

allocated to the NoC. The flexibility and extreme low-latency of RF interconnect

argues for the use of a shared bundle of transmission lines that can physically span

the NoC. Different points on the NoC can then access this shared transmission-

line bundle for rapid access to other points on the NoC. Collectively, the RF-I

can be thought of as a ”super-highway,” sending packets long distances with very

low latency. By contrast, the standard 2-D mesh links can be thought of as the

”city streets” of the chip. RF-I access points (or ”freeway on-ramps”) in the

mesh allow packets to enter the faster RF-I.

The baseline topology we consider in this chapter is shown in Figure 4.1. It

is comprised of a 10x10 mesh of 5-port routers, each with a local port attached

to either a processor core, an L2 cache bank, or a DRAM interface (pictured

as a circle, diamond, or plus respectively). This design uses 64 cores, 32 cache

banks, and 4 memory interfaces, with a 4 GHz system clock. The interconnect

operates at 2 GHz. Each router in the mesh (represented as a square) has a 5-

cycle pipelined latency, and routes packets using an XY/YX scheme. In XY/YX
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Figure 4.1: Baseline mesh topology
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Figure 4.2: MORFIC mesh topology with 8 RF-I shortcuts: Physical Represen-
tation
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Figure 4.3: MORFIC mesh topology with 8 RF-I shortcuts: Logical Representa-
tion
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routing, half of the packets are routed in the X dimension first, then along the Y

axis to their destination. The other half are routed in the Y dimension first, then

along the X axis. The baseline mesh links are 16 byte wide, single-cycle buses

connecting each router to its immediate neighbors, as well as its local attached

node. We have implemented full virtual channel support, and have given each

buffer a capacity of 8 entries.

We have chosen this overall topology to reduce long-distance communication

bottlenecks on the chip. The largest messages being sent in the network are

DRAM responses, which each carry 128-byte L2 cache blocks from a main memory

interface to a fetching L2 bank. By surrounding the DRAM interfaces with

L2 cache banks, we reduce the distance that the largest messages must travel,

and reduce their spatial overlap with traffic between cores and L2 caches. This

computation/storage spatial hierarchy, with a cluster of L2 cache banks at the

center of the chip, surrounded by the processor cores they service, has been

explored in other designs, namely Beckmann and Wood’s CMP-SNUCA [BW04],

which surrounded a mesh-interconnected bank-cluster with eight CPU cores.

Our shared L2 cache is a statically address-partitioned NUCA with a directory-

based MSI coherence protocol, as described in Chapter 3.

As we will demonstrate, the MORFIC architecture provides scalable, low-

latency performance for a forward-thinking many-core mesh NoC topology. This

is because RF-I enables high aggregate bandwidth by allowing multiple simultane-

ous communication on the same transmission line medium, each communication

instance on its own frequency band or channel. As RF-I uses wave-propagation

over a transmission line rather than voltage transmission, cross-chip communi-

cation can occur at the effective speed of light. Thus, a given allocation of RF-I

can logically behave as a set of cross-chip express-channels [Dal91] (or shortcuts,
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as we refer to them in this work).

As MORFIC’s RF-I shortcuts are selected and fixed at design-time, this design

avoids costly runtime arbitration for RF-I frequencies. However, whereas on a

mesh topology a simple dimension-ordered route can be computed, the addition

of extra shortcut links to the topology requires sophisticated shortest-path packet

routing to be performed in order to utilize these links. We explore the possibility

of routing some packets on baseline links only, and the rest along their shortest

path (using both baseline and shortcut links). This per-packet route-selection

allows flexible adaptation to network congestion.

The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• We present the MORFIC architecture and discuss the architectural deci-

sions a designer faces when implementing a two-layer NoC topology (Sec-

tion 4.1).

• We demonstrate the performance/area tradeoff of augmenting a mesh in-

terconnect with a set of RF-I shortcuts, and demonstrate an average per-

formance improvement of 13% (up to 18%) for an RF-I area cost of roughly

0.18% on the active silicon layer. This corresponds to an average 22% re-

duction in the average latency experienced by each packet in the network

(Section 4.2.2).

• We study the deadlock problem that can occur when routing on a general

directed graph (such as a mesh overlaid with shortcuts), and evaluate the

application performance impact of two types of deadlock solutions: a turn-

model based route restriction as well as a progressive deadlock detection

and recovery strategy (Section 4.2.3).

• We observe that RF-I access points can become bottlenecks when many
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packets are sent along their shortest path at once (Section 4.2.4.1), and

show that this congestion can be alleviated by restricting RF-I shortcut

usage, such that only a fixed proportion of packets are sent along their

shortest path, and the rest are routed in dimension-order (Section 4.2.4.2).

• Finally, we present a simple strategy that dynamically detects congestion

conditions at RF-I shortcuts and responds by throttling RF-I utilization

accordingly (Section 4.2.4.3).

4.1 MORFIC Architectural Decisions

In this section, we will explore a number of architectural tradeoffs and challenges

in the design of an RF-I enhanced NoC mesh. We will use the 10x10 mesh

topology in Figure 4.1 as a starting point.

4.1.1 RF Link Placement

Additional hardware is required at each access point to interface with the RF

transmission line (as described in Chapter 2). Therefore we must decide where

to place the access points to the RF transmission line.

The MORFIC architecture is realized via a rounded Z-shaped RF transmission

line connecting three routers at each corner of the mesh to four routers in the

center of the mesh, as demonstrated in Figure 4.2. The Z-shaped waveguide is not

just a single shared bus - it is capable of supporting multiple simultaneous point-

to-point transmissions over each RF band. The Z-shaped topology is intended to

illustrate the connection of the transmission line to the set of transmitters and

receivers. The actual wire layout would use mainly Manhattan geometry with

smooth corners.
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The placement of the RF-I access points in the mesh was designed to minimize

the number of cycles between distant endpoints of the mesh. We logically divided

the mesh into five sectors - the four corner sectors for core accesses and the center

sector for L2 accesses. Using this topology, every sector can reach every other

sector through the RF transmission line. Each lettered router in Figure 4.2 is

equipped with an additional sixth port, over which it can transmit and receive

data to/from the RF-I. Thus, these routers become access-points (or ”on-ramps”

to the RF-I). We refer to this set routers as RF-enabled routers.

4.1.2 Packet Routing

One design concern is how to determine when a packet should make use of RF-I

shortcuts - standard XY/YX routing is not sufficient in these cases. Instead,

we add a routing table to each router in our topology. The table has one entry

for each destination in the mesh (in our case 100 entries) and has three bits

per entry. Each entry indicates what direction a packet should travel to get to

the destination - one of either five or six possible directions depending on the

radix of the router. For the six radix routers (i.e. the routers with RF-I access),

one possible direction is to use the RF-I shortcut. These routers are statically

configured based on the current topology of the mesh using an all-pairs shortest

path algorithm.

It is possible that RF-I access points could become an NoC bottleneck if too

many packets want to use the shortcuts. This is akin to too many cars trying

to get on to a freeway at a single on-ramp. In such cases, we would like to have

some packets use XY/YX routing instead of using RF-I - analogous to having

some drivers use surface streets when highway conditions are congested. We have

a single bit per packet which is used to determine whether the packet will use
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the routing table or XY/YX routing. This bit is set when the packet enters the

network. We will explore different policies for setting this bit in Section 4.2.4.

4.1.3 The Perils of Deadlock

The RF-I shortcuts in our topology may create cyclic dependencies in the mesh

that can lead to deadlock. For example if router X wants to transmit a flit

to router Y, but Y’s incoming buffer for that port is full, X will have to wait.

Eventually other routers waiting to transmit flits to X will also block, one of which

could be Y. This problem of circular dependence leads to a state of deadlock,

where every router involved in the cycle is waiting for an output buffer to become

free on an upstream router.

There are several techniques that can be employed to deal with deadlock

conditions. The turn-model [GN92] completely avoids deadlock by making sure

that the set of allowable turns made by packets in the network cannot form a

cycle. Thus, by selecting a subset of legal turns which a packet can make along

its route, deadlock can be avoided. We consider one turn-model approach called

South-Last, which was used by Ogras and Marculescu in their Small World de-

sign [OM06]. South-Last imposes two restrictions on packets entering a router. If

a packet is traveling south, it should continue traveling southward (either South-

West, South-East, or directly South). Also, if a packet enters a router traveling

west (entering on its east port), it cannot be routed such that it makes a U-turn,

and travels back east. These restrictions apply to outbound long-range shortcut

links as well as to links in the baseline mesh. With these types of restrictions in

place, circular buffer dependences cannot occur. However, these same restrictions

can potentially limit the achievable performance of RF shortcuts, by disallowing

a packet to use them under certain conditions.
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A less restrictive option is to allow cycles, but to detect cases of deadlock and

recover from them. This strategy of deadlock detection and recovery is based on

theory presented by Duato and Pinkston [DP01], which states that deadlock-free

routing can be achieved as long as a connected channel subset is deadlock-free. In

other words, there is no need to restrict the possible turns made in the network,

as long as we are able to detect deadlock conditions and react by routing packets

on a reserved emergency channel, which itself can never deadlock.

Our deadlock detection strategy works as follows. If a source router S tries to

transmit a flit of data to a receiving router T, and T’s inbound queue is full on the

port connecting S to T, then S must block and retransmit the flit later. In this

case, S will use the same channel to transmit a waiting-list to T. The waiting-list

is a bit-vector with one bit per router in the NoC mesh (in this case size 100).

Every bit set in the waiting-list identifies a router that is waiting on the recipient.

When S sends a list to T, at minimum the bit in the waiting-list corresponding to

router S is set, so that T knows that S is waiting on T. S will also set bits in the

waiting-list corresponding to any routers that are waiting on it (as it may have

received some waiting lists as well). In this manner, each router accumulates

a list of what other routers are waiting on it. In cases of circular dependences

that may lead to deadlock, a router will eventually detect that it is waiting on

itself - it simply need detect when the bit corresponding to itself is set in its own

waiting-list. This condition raises deadlock. Note that this is a conservative and

imprecise detection mechanism, as it really detects circular buffer dependence,

which is a necessary condition of deadlock. (This condition tends to occur much

more frequently than actual deadlock, which is quite rare [PW97]).

A router sends a waiting-list whenever a message cannot be sent due to a full

buffer on the receiving router. This waiting-list message does not interfere with
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other communication because the communication link would have been idle oth-

erwise (as the receiving router buffer is full). When T’s incoming queue becomes

un-blocked, S will send T a one time waiting-list-clear message, which contains

the same contents as the original waiting-list message. Using this, T will know

that the routers corresponding to bits set in that message are no longer waiting

on it. If some other router U is also trying to send to T, and has transmitted

its own waiting-list to T, then bits common between S and U’s waiting lists will

naturally be set on the next attempted send from U (assuming the clog has not

been relieved).

When deadlock occurs, all queued packets in the network become XY-routed

packets which can no longer use shortcuts. These packets will be routed on

an emergency virtual channel, a spare virtual channel which is only used when

this condition occurs. As XY-routing does not allow turns which would form a

cycle, this spare virtual channel will not deadlock, and by Duato and Pinkston’s

theory [DP01] the network will remain deadlock-free. As soon as all packets are

converted to XY-routed packets which can only use the spare VC, the deadlock

condition is lowered. Only packets injected into the network after this point will

have an opportunity to use shortcuts, unless and until deadlock occurs again.

Prior work [PW97] found that deadlock becomes less probable as routing

freedom (network adaptivity and virtual channel selectivity) increases. This is

because routing freedom affects message blocking and resource-dependency pat-

terns. The authors conclude that the performance potential of a recovery-based

algorithm is higher than that of a deadlock-avoidance algorithm. Although a

recovery-based algorithm allows deadlock to potentially occur, it allows greater

routing freedom than a deadlock-avoidance strategy, which restricts freedom de-

spite ensuring deadlock-free routing. We have explored this tradeoff on the
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MORFIC network, by implementing both South-Last turn restrictions as well

as the progressive deadlock detection and recovery strategy described above. In

Section 4.2.3 we discuss the performance impact of these approaches.

4.1.4 Frequency Band Allocation

Another issue is how to allocate frequency bands in the shared transmission-

line bundle. One approach would be to dynamically assign frequency bands to

communicating pairs on the fly - this would ideally provide maximal allocation

flexibility and bandwidth utilization. Doing this requires some arbitration mech-

anism to assign frequency bands to both the sender and receiver of data. The

latency of this operation includes sending a communication request to the arbiter,

the actual arbitration, sending the corresponding frequency to both sender and

receiver, the actual communication on that frequency, and the signal to release

the assigned frequency. Rather than add this latency, we consider a topology

where the frequencies are distributed between communicating pairs in the mesh

topology at a coarser granularity, amortizing the cost of frequency assignment

over a larger number of cycles. Frequency-band assignment could potentially be

done by the hardware or software (i.e. application or OS).

In our initial exploration, we logically organize the shared waveguide as eight

bidirectional shortcut links. Each lettered router in Figure 4.2 represents an end-

point for these bidirectional links. The shortcut links themselves are visually

depicted in Figure 4.3. For example, the router labeled A in the upper left sector

of the mesh can transmit directly to the router labeled A in the center sector

of the mesh, and vice versa, in a single clock cycle. However, neither router

labeled A is able to transmit data directly to any other RF-enabled router with

a different letter, even though they are connected to the same actual medium.
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This is because different-lettered routers are not communicating over the same

channel (or frequency band). Thus, the router labeled A in the upper left cannot

send directly to E in the center via the RF-I. However, a packet can be sent from

A in the upper left to A in the center via the RF-I, and then be routed west to

E over a standard mesh link.

This distribution of shortcuts allows messages in a sector to easily hop to

neighboring sectors directly via the RF-I transmission-line bundle. For example,

at the upper left sector, a message can either take its C-labeled shortcut router

down to the lower-left sector, its B labeled router to the upper-right sector, or its

A-labeled router to the center of the mesh. In the case of the four corner sectors,

diagonal communication (i.e. from the upper left to the lower right sector) will

take two trips on the RF transmission line (i.e. one to the center, and then one

to the destination sector).

For our initial study, we assume that the available transmission-line band-

width is evenly allocated to all eight bidirectional shortcuts for the duration of

program execution - therefore the frequency assignment is performed only once,

at architecture design time. However, in Chapter 5 we will consider frequency

band re-assignment based on knowledge of application network communication

patterns. Thus RF-I provides a natural and low-overhead mechanism for net-

work reconfiguration, as frequency band re-assignment is a means of adapting

shortcuts in the NoC.
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Core Parameters
Number of Cores 64

Fetch/Issue/Retire Width 6/3/3
ROB/IQ Size 128 / 12

Branch Misprediction Penalty 6 cycles
Branch Predictor Hybrid, 16k-entry

L1 Instruction Cache 8KB, 4 way, 32 byte block size, 2 ports
L1 Data Cache 8KB, 4 way, 32 byte block size, 1 port

L2 Cache Parameters
Number of Banks 32

256KB, 8 way, 128 byte blocks, 1 port

Table 4.1: Core and L2 Cache Simulation Parameters

Benchmark Description Input
Barnes Barnes-Hut method to sim-

ulate interaction of a system
of bodies

Number of particles
= 16384

FFT 1-D factorization kernel 64k points
LU Dense matrix factorization

kernel
512*512 matrix,
block size= 16

Ocean Large-scale ocean move-
ments

Number of grid
points = 258

Radix Radix sort kernel 256k keys, radix 1024
Water-Nsquared Evaluates forces and poten-

tials in a system of water
molecules

512 molecules

Water-Spatial Same as Water-Nsquared,
but makes use of a different
algorithm

512 molecules

Table 4.2: Benchmark Descriptions and Inputs
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4.2 Experimental Results on 8-Shortcut MORFIC

4.2.1 Experimental Methodology

For our performance measurements, we use the MC-Sim Architectural Simulator,

configured as summarized in Table 4.1.

A five-cycle fully pipelined router delay was assumed, with 1-cycle delays

for each stage. The stages are route-computation, virtual-channel arbitration,

switch-allocation, switch-traversal, and output link traversal. Store-and-forward

packet switching is employed as a flow control mechanism. A packet stalls within

a router for one of two reasons:

• the outbound link is occupied, or

• a buffer at the neighboring next-hop router is full

We use seven shared-memory multithreaded applications to evaluate RF-

I shortcuts: Barnes, FFT, LU, Ocean, Radix, Water-Nsquared, and Water-

Spatial. These applications are a subset of the Stanford SPLASH benchmark

suite [WOT95]. These applications were configured to use 64 threads, and each

of these threads was mapped to one of the MORFIC cores. Table 4.2 describes

the applications and their corresponding inputs. We simulated each benchmark

by fast-forwarding to its parallel section, and then running to completion.

4.2.2 Application Performance Benefits of RF Interconnect

An allocation of 256B of RF-I bandwidth, evenly divided between each of the

eight point-to-point shortcuts described in Section 4.1.4, would match the baseline

mesh bandwidth for each of these links. Put differently, between each endpoint of

an RF-I shortcut, 16B of link bandwidth would be available each cycle, the same
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Figure 4.4: Latency Reduction with 256B RF-I

Figure 4.5: Performance with 256B RF-I bandwidth
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Figure 4.6: DDR vs. South-Last approaches

as between neighboring nodes on the baseline mesh. This aggregate bandwidth

(4096 Gbps on a 2 GHz network) is supplied by 43 RF-I transmission lines,

where each can carry a bandwidth of 96 Gbps using 12 channels [CCK08b]. In a

32nm design, this RF-I provision would consume roughly 0.51 mm2 on the active

silicon layer. This area is consumed by the silicon footprint of the transmitters

and receivers needed to perform signal modulation/demodulation to and from

the RF-I transmission line. This amounts to an area overhead of 32,000 µm2,

or 0.13% on a 400 mm2 die. If we include the area cost of adding a 6th in/out

port to the sixteen routers that may access the RF-I, we see a total router area

overhead of 0.204mm2, which is incurred by transforming sixteen 0.0313mm2

routers into 0.0441mm2 routers. This router overhead consumes an additional

0.05% on a 400 mm2 die, leading to a total area cost of 0.18% for this approach.

In Chapter 5, we will explore both the area and power overhead of a number

of RF-I configurations, on routers whose control-flow policy and virtual-channel

allocation differs from those in this chapter.
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In Figure 4.5, we demonstrate the performance gain achieved by enhancing

our mesh with an overlay of 256B of RF-I bandwidth. In each column, the left

bar (256B 50% usage) represents the following policy: half of the packets injected

into the network use standard XY/YX routing, and the other half proceed along

their shortest path, using the routing table described in Section 4.1.2. The right

bar (256B 100% usage) represents a policy allowing all packets to proceed along

their shortest path, requiring a routing table lookup at each intermediate router.

Hence, we refer to this latter policy as opportunistic shortcut usage, as every

packet is given the opportunity to exploit RF shortcuts for latency savings. These

bars are normalized to the runtime of each application on the baseline mesh

topology, with no RF-I shortcuts and only XY/YX routing.

At an allocation of 256B RF-I bandwidth, higher performance is achieved

by sending more packets along their shortest-path, as the congestion at the RF-

I access points is outweighed by the latency-savings experienced for cross-chip

traversal. The opportunistic use of RF-I shortcuts in the 100% usage case leads

to an average performance gain of 13% on these benchmarks, with the highest

gains experienced by fft and barnes at 18%.

These gains are consistent with our investigation of the latency and band-

width sensitivity of these Splash-2 benchmarks on the baseline 10x10 mesh. We

found that doubling the pipelined router latency from 5-cycles to 10-cycles had a

drastic effect on these benchmarks (an average of 44% performance degradation),

whereas halving link bandwidth from 16B to 8B only degraded performance by

an average 7%. RF-I shortcuts reduce the number of cycles required to traverse

long distances on chip, and this latency savings translates directly into increased

application performance.

Corresponding to this performance increase, we notice a reduction in the aver-
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age latency experienced by each packet en route from its source to its destination.

Figure 4.4 shows the average packet latency for opportunistic as well as 50% us-

age of 256B of RF-interconnect, normalized to the average packet latency on the

baseline mesh. The latency savings vary little by benchmark, and average 11%

for 50% usage, and 22% for opportunistic usage. Barnes experiences the largest

average latency savings, at 24%.

4.2.3 Performance Impact of Deadlock Strategy

In Section 4.1.3 we described two strategies for dealing with the inevitability

of deadlock in a shortcut-enhanced mesh network: the South-Last turn model

[OM06] and a progressive deadlock-detection and recovery (DDR) scheme using

an emergency virtual-channel [DP01]. In Figure 4.6, we demonstrate how each of

these deadlock strategies performs with an allocation of 256B of RF bandwidth.

As the previous section indicated, opportunistic (100%) usage of RF-I leads to

higher performance at 256B of allocation, therefore in this section we continue to

use RF-I opportunistically. As in Figure 4.5, these results are normalized to the

runtime of each application on the baseline mesh, with no RF-I shortcuts. (Note

that the results of Section 4.2.2 used the DDR strategy, and that the 256B 100%

usage results in Figure 4.5 are identical to the DDR 256B results presented in

Figure 4.6.)

As indicated by the results, our progressive deadlock-detection and recov-

ery strategy always outperforms the South-Last turn-model. At this bandwidth

allocation, the South-Last rules are too restrictive, and certain routes which

would have decreased packet latencies are disallowed due to their potential to

cause deadlock. As a result, the average performance gain experienced using the

South-Last policy is only 7%, around half of that experienced when using a DDR
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Figure 4.7: RF-I performance when varying bandwidth

strategy. Although the DDR strategy allows deadlock to potentially occur, the

recovery from circular buffer-dependence is not time-consuming, as all packets in

flight will switch to XY-routing, which performs comparably to the XY/YX rout-

ing of the baseline network. Additionally, the ”deadlock condition” is raised very

infrequently (tens to hundreds of times per application, over many millions of cy-

cles). This result, as well as the performance advantage over deadlock-avoidance

routing, corroborates the previously discussed findings of [PW97].

However, DDR requires additional resources to achieve its performance gains,

in the form of an extra buffer on each physical router channel, as well as the

transmission of waiting-list and waiting-list-clear messages to blocked routers.

Regardless, for the rest of this thesis, we use the DDR strategy.
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Figure 4.8: Reduced shortcut utilization for 32B RF-I bandwidth

Figure 4.9: Reduced shortcut utilization for 96B RF-I bandwidth
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4.2.4 Static Bandwidth Allocation

4.2.4.1 Opportunistic Shortcut Usage

As demonstrated in Section 4.2.2, the opportunistic usage of shortcuts at 256B of

RF-I bandwidth allocation leads to a significant performance increase. However,

such an RF-I allocation may be too costly for designers. In Figure 4.7, we explore

a range of aggregate RF-I bandwidth allocation, ranging from 16B to 256B, and

normalize the runtime of each application on this network to the baseline case

(no RF-I shortcuts, represented by the horizontal line at 1).

When less RF-I bandwidth is available, opportunistic shortcut usage presents

a problem, as application performance can degrade by more than 400% (for

barnes) for small bandwidth allocations. For instance, in the case of 16B of ag-

gregate RF-I, each shortcut is only allocated a single byte of bandwidth in each

direction. In this case, packets naively routed on their shortest path will congest

the shortcut access points, causing queues to fill up at shortcut entrances. This

can result in massive network congestion. At this design point, the latency-saving

potential of RF is dwarfed by its negative impact on congestion.

4.2.4.2 Statically Restricted Shortcut Usage

As opportunistic usage of RF-I can create bottlenecks at small RF allocations,

we attempt to alleviate this congestion by allowing some, but not all, packets

to use the RF-I shortcuts. As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, a single bit in each

packet can be used to determine whether the packet will use its shortest path

(which may include the use of RF-I shortcuts), or whether the packet will use

dimension-ordered (XY/YX) routing, avoiding RF-I entirely.

In Figure 4.8, we show the performance obtained on an aggregate 32B of
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RF-I allocation, where each shortcut is given 2B in each direction. The bars

indicate the runtime of each application (normalized to no RF interconnect),

where 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the packets entering the network are sent on

their shortest path. Figure 4.9 presents these same configurations for 96B of RF

allocation, where each shortcut is given 6B in each direction.

At 32B of total RF bandwidth, performance increases as shortcuts are used

less frequently. However at 96B, this relationship is more complex. For some

applications, such as Water-Nsquared, LU, and Barnes, performance improves

as shortcuts are used more often. This is due to the fact that the performance

lost to shortcut bottlenecks is outweighed by the performance gain from network

latency-reduction. For fft, the best performance is experienced when half of the

packets use their shortest path, and the other half use XY/YX routing.

Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 are color-charts depicting the activity of each

router in the 10x10 mesh, aligned as presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. In Fig-

ure 4.10a and Figure 4.11a, the routers attached to memory-interfaces are labeled

M, and in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 b,c, and d, the routers attached to RF-I

access points are labeled as in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.10 depicts the number of

flits sent at each router, and Figure 4.11 depicts the number of cycles that a

router must stall while waiting for an occupied outbound link. These values are

reported for the benchmark water-nsquared, for no RF-I (in a), 256B RF-I used

opportunistically (in b), 32B of RF-I used opportunistically (in c), and 32B of

RF-I where 25% of the packets are routed along their shortest path (in d). The

square representing each router is shaded relative to the maximum value across

each configuration (where a lighter shade represents more activity). Comparing

the two figures, it is clear that when no RF-I is used, the routers attached to

L2 cache banks and memory interfaces experience the most stalls, and send the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.10: Number of flits sent, normalized to maximum across (a) no RF-I,
(b) 256B RF-I 100% Usage, (c) 32B RF-I 100% Usage, and (d) 32B RF-I 25%
Usage
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.11: Number of router stalls, normalized to maximum across (a) no RF-I,
(b) 256B RF-I 100% Usage, (c) 32B RF-I 100% Usage, and (d) 32B RF-I 25%
Usage
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most flits. When shortcuts are used opportunistically, the RF-enabled routers

send the most flits, but also experience a great number of stalls. In other words,

RF-I access points become network hot-spots, or centers of activity. At 32B

of opportunistic usage, where each shortcut is only allocated 2B in each direc-

tion, it is clear that stalls are concentrated around the shortcut access points.

However, when shortcut usage is restricted to 25%, the concentration of traffic

becomes more spread out, as does the pattern of stalled routers. This spreading

of activity can reduce congestion in the interconnect.

4.2.4.3 Dynamic Restricted Shortcut Usage

Based on the results from the previous section, we note that no shortcut-usage

restriction fits all the applications for a given amount of RF-I bandwidth. Some

applications may experience better performance when sending more packets along

their shortest path route, whereas others may experience more congestion, and

require lower RF-I utilization.

In this section we explore two simple strategies to try and locate the optimal

shortcut utilization at runtime. These strategies use performance counters in

the network to determine what proportion of packets should be sent along their

shortest path, with the remainder of traffic routed using XY/YX routing.

The first strategy, Search and Set (SS) starts with K = 10% of the packets

sent along their shortest path. Every 250,000 cycles, the number of flits sent over

RF-I is compared to the number of stalls experienced at RF-access point. If the

number of router-stalls are growing at a rate more than 2/3 that of the flits-sent,

then throttling occurs, and K is dropped by 10% (to a minimum of 10%) and

locked for the rest of the run. Otherwise K is increased by 10% and the search

continues.
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The second strategy, Fully Adaptive (FA) is the same as SS, except that K

can become unlocked if either the number of flits-sent or the number of access-

point stalls change by more than 150% during execution. This strategy allows

RF-I utilization to be re-evaluated when a fundamental change in the pattern of

network traffic is detected. Once K is unlocked, another search is started, either

downward (if the router-stalls have grown at greater than 2/3 the rate that flits

are sent) or upwards otherwise.

For both strategies, the measurement granularity, stall-to-transmission ratio,

and change-detection threshold for network traffic were determined via manual

network traffic analysis on four of our workloads (fft, radix, water-nsquared, and

water-spatial). We have found these values useful on our 100-router MORFIC

network, with our entire set of applications. However, these values may need

to be recomputed on a network of different size, on a different topology, or for

a different set of applications. Regardless, the SS/FA strategies we employ to

avoid congestion at runtime are parameterizable, and can work on a number of

architectures of this scale.

Our Search and Set (SS) and Fully Adaptive (FA) congestion-avoidance strate-

gies are evaluated in Figure 4.12. The Fully Adaptive approach often performs

better than the Search and Set strategy, especially for radix and ocean, and only

performs worse in the case of water-nsquared (by 4% for 32B and 5% for 96B

allocation). This indicates that for most of these benchmarks, the ideal usage

restriction for small RF-I allocations is a moving target, and that the ability to

adapt to changing network conditions leads to better application performance.

Although we realize congestion-avoidance gains by adapting the utilization of

RF-I links in the MORFIC architecture, this is just one parameter that may be

tuned dynamically to optimize communication latency. As described in Section
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Figure 4.12: Search and Set (SS) vs Fully Adaptive (FA) shortcut restriction
techniques

2.2.2, multi-band RF-I can carry multiple data streams simultaneously over a

single transmission line. We have used these frequency bands to create single-

cycle cross-chip shortcuts using the shared RF waveguide medium. Thus far we

have made two limiting assumptions regarding our shortcut implementation:

• The number of RF-I shortcuts is constant, and these shortcuts are statically

defined.

• The amount of aggregate bandwidth on the RF-I is divided evenly between

the shortcuts.

Neither of these assumptions is necessarily true, although as previously dis-

cussed, changing the allocated shortcuts and their respective bandwidths on-the-

fly is costly, and requires communication to a central arbiter. If we are to adapt

the set of shortcuts in the topology and/or skew their bandwidth allocation, we
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must do this relatively infrequently, and maximize the benefit obtained by doing

so. We explore this possibility in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

Adapting RF-I Bandwidth For Power and

Performance

5.1 Introduction and Motivation

As processors enter the nanometer age, power has become a first class design

constraint, and deep pipelines have begun to demonstrate diminishing returns.

As a result, processor manufacturers have begun relying on Chip Multi-processor

(CMP) designs, where silicon resources are partitioned among a number of proces-

sor cores. These cores will be connected together with an on-chip interconnection

network (or NoC: Network on Chip) in the near future that share an on-chip (but

off-core) cache hierarchy. As chip multiprocessors scale to a greater number of

processing cores, the potential for increased throughput is possible, via exploita-

tion of thread-level parallelism. However, with more active cores, on-chip inter-

connection networks will experience dramatic increases in bandwidth demand.

This problem is exacerbated by poor wire scaling [HMH01], which increases the

latency and power consumption of cross-chip communication.

As a result, interconnects have been projected [KB02] to be the real lim-

iter in nanometer designs. The design of the on-chip communication infrastruc-

ture will have a dramatic impact on performance, area, and power of future

CMPs [KZT05]. Power in particular is a concern for the interconnect-dense in-
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frastructure that would be required for high bandwidth communication between

various components on-chip. Recent projections have estimated that the in-

terconnect will consume about 20 to 30% of the total power budget of a chip

multiprocessor [CMR06][ODH07].

To mitigate the impact of interconnect power on future CMPs, we explore

the promise of alternative interconnect technologies, based on propagation of

analog waves over on-chip transmission lines. These technologies include radio

frequency interconnect (or RF-I) [CCK08b], optical interconnect [KKD06], and

pulse voltage signaling [BW03]. Of these three, RF-I is particularly promising

due to its compatibility with existing CMOS design process, thermal insensitivity,

low latency and low energy consumption [CCK08b, CST08a]. RF-I transmission

lines provide single-cycle cross-chip communication, acting as a shortcut between

distant endpoints on chip. Additionally RF-I can provide high aggregate on-chip

bandwidth, by allowing multiple data streams to be carried simultaneously on

the same medium, each stream assigned to a separate frequency band. These

frequency bands can be allocated dynamically, allowing flexible adjustment of

on-chip express channels [Dal91] at compile time or runtime. For brevity, we

refer to these extra links as network shortcuts in this work.

We observe that the patterns of inter-core and core-to-cache communication

tend to vary across multi-threaded application workloads. In Figure 5.1 and Fig-

ure 5.2, we demonstrate this on two benchmarks from the PARSEC suite [CKS08].

These multithreaded benchmarks are executed on a 64-core CMP using a mesh

interconnection network (further detailed in Section 5.2). In Figures 5.1 and 5.2,

we plot the number of messages sent on the interconnect as a function of the

number of hops they travel in the mesh. Communication demand varies by ap-

plication, as the application x264 (in Figure 5.1) has a much smaller proportion
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X264 traffic by manhattan distance
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Figure 5.1: Traffic locality in baseline mesh, for x264 (horizontal line indicates
median # msgs)

of local traffic than bodytrack (in Figure 5.2), which sends a greater proportion of

traffic between nodes only a single hop apart, and almost no traffic between the

most distant nodes (14 hops apart). Additionally, we have observed via manual

analysis of these applications that bodytrack has two network hotspots, or routers

that are the center of communication activity, whereas x264 has only one com-

munication hotspot. We will describe models for these and other communication

patterns in Section 5.3.

We furthermore note that communication demands tend to vary periodically

over the coarse of an application’s execution. This is due to cache-locality chang-

ing as different phases of an application are entered, for example as one loop

is exited and another entered. In Figure 5.3, we show the number of network

messages injected for the benchmark bodytrack over the coarse of 500 million

cycles of execution. Each interval of 125,000 cycles, we measure the number of

messages injected during that interval, and plot it as a point on this graph. Fig-
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Bodytrack traffic by manhattan distance
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Figure 5.2: Traffic locality in baseline mesh, for bodytrack (horizontal line indi-
cates median # msgs)

ure 5.4 shows these same results for the fluidanimate benchmark, and Figure 5.5

represents these same results for x264 (over its full execution, as configured in

Table 5.2). As these graphs demonstrate, the network demands of an application

tend to vary during execution time, and the nature of this variance is different

from application to application.

This diversity of communication patterns is typically handled by providing a

homogeneous level of bandwidth throughout the NoC. However, this means that

in the execution of a given application, many paths have more bandwidth than

needed – and moreover, that this NoC burns more power than necessary. Instead,

we propose to adapt bandwidth allocation to critical communication paths as a

means of reducing the area and power of the NoC. Since only certain critical

points in the NoC will be connected with higher bandwidth, we can reduce the

overall power dissipated by using lower bandwidth in other parts of the NoC.

In this work, we make the following contributions:
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Time Varying Behavior of Bodytrack
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Figure 5.3: Number of network messages injected every interval, for bodytrack
(interval = 125k network cycles)
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Figure 5.4: Number of network messages injected every interval, for fluidanimate
(interval = 125k network cycles)
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Time Varying Behavior of x264
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Figure 5.5: Number of network messages injected every interval, for x264 (interval
= 125k network cycles)

• We evaluate the power-efficiency of RF-I shortcuts that have been selected

at design time (i.e. a fixed set of shortcuts for a given architecture) to

accelerate critical communication on an underlying network topology with

conventional interconnect. These shortcuts can provide an average 20%

latency reduction over a baseline mesh for our probabilistic traces.

• We propose a novel interconnect scheme, which exploits the dynamic shortcut-

allocation capability of RF-I to realize a reconfigurable NoC architecture.

This allows the interconnection network to match the distinct traffic pat-

terns of a given application workload, providing more flexibility than what

is possible with RF-I shortcuts that are selected at design time. This can

reduce latency by an average 32% over a baseline mesh for our probabilistic

traces.

• We leverage our reconfigurable, application-specific shortcuts as a means of
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Figure 5.6: New Baseline Mesh Topology

mitigating the performance impact of simplifying our underlying network

topology. Our adaptive architecture on a 4B mesh even outperforms the

baseline by about 1%, and provides an average 65% power savings.

5.2 An Adaptable RF-Enabled NoC

While RF-I has dramatic potential to reduce on-chip communication latency,

we will further demonstrate how the flexibility of RF-I can dramatically reduce

NoC power through adaptive reconfiguration. Adaptive RF-I shortcuts allow

us to selectively provide bandwidth to an application’s critical communications,

enabling us to retain a high level of performance with a much simpler underlying

conventional RC wire mesh.
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5.2.1 Baseline Architecture

The baseline architecture we consider in this chapter is shown in Figure 5.6. This

architecture is comprised of 64 processor cores (shown as circled Cs), 32 cache

banks (shown as diamonds enclosing dollar-signs), and 4 memory ports (shown

as crosses), interconnected by a 10x10 mesh of routers (squares labeled ”R”).

Each router has a local port connecting it to a computing or memory element.

Inter-router mesh links can transfer 16B every network clock cycle in our baseline

architecture (although we will vary this link bandwidth in subsequent sections for

power and performance comparison). This baseline architecture differs from the

one shown in Chapter 4, which placed the cores around a cluster of cache-banks

and memory interfaces in the center of the chip. However, it is not practical to

place a memory controller at the center of the chip, as the I/O pads are placed

at the edge of the chip, and it is unrealistic and unnecessary to route between

them with long-distance high-bandwidth links. In this chapter, we modify our

architecture in order to give it a more realistic floorplan, moving our memory

controllers to the edge of the chip, surrounding them with clusters of cache-banks,

and placing the cores in a cross-pattern between them.

On this architecture, as in Chapter 4, the cores and cache banks use a 4 GHz

system clock, whereas the interconnect network operates at 2 GHz. The mesh

uses wormhole routing, and each router in the mesh has a 5-cycle pipelined la-

tency comprised of stages: route-computation, virtual-channel allocation, switch-

allocation, switch-traversal, and link-traversal. The first two stages are only en-

tered by the head flit of each network message. Remaining body and tail flits

use the route and virtual channels computed/reserved by the head flit, and thus

incur only 3 cycles per router [DT04].

We choose a 2D mesh as our reference topology, as mesh networks allow for
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regular implementation in silicon, and are simple to lay out. In later sections

we also explore the use of a pipelined-ring, where each router is attached to an

east/west neighboring router, as well as a local component. The techniques we

will describe in this work are topology-agnostic, and could be employed on a

number of designs of this scale.

5.2.2 RF-Enabled Shortcuts

RF-I can be integrated on top of a network-on-chip, providing single-cycle short-

cuts that accelerate communication from a set of source routers to a set of destina-

tion routers. We refer to this set of source and destination routers as RF-enabled

routers. In a mesh topology for example, standard routers have five input/output

ports, which carry traffic to/from their north, south, east, and west neighbors,

as well as to a local computing element like a cache or core (attached to the

fifth port). To add RF-I shortcuts into a mesh, each RF-enabled router must

be given a sixth port, which connects it to either an RF-I transmitter (if it is

a source router), an RF-I receiver (if it is a destination router), or both (if it is

both sending and receiving on RF-I shortcuts). As RF-I transmission lines can

carry multiple signals at once, each on a different frequency band, the RF-enabled

routers may share this medium simultaneously, and transmit/receive independent

messages in the same clock cycle. When our mesh is extended to include RF-I

shortcuts, we switch from XY routing to shortest path routing.

To realize a reconfigurable network-on-chip, the set of shortcuts present in

the network must be changed such that the set of source and destination routers

is modified to match the current communication demand of network traffic. The

basic idea to achieve this is to tune the selected transmitter and receiver at each

RF-enabled router to send and listen on the same frequency band to establish a
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shortcut connection. One fundamental question is how many RF-enabled routers

we need to adapt to network communication patterns. We will explore this re-

quirement in section 5.4. The flexibility of reconfiguration does come with two

costs: arbitration for frequency bands among transmitters and receivers, and

subsequent integration of the resulting shortcuts into network packet routing. In

this dissertation, we start by assuming a coarse-grain approach to arbitration,

where shortcuts are established for the entire duration of an application’s execu-

tion. This allows us to amortize the cost of reconfiguration over a large number

of cycles. A reconfiguration of our architecture involves the following steps:

1. Shortcut Selection - We must decide which shortcuts will augment the

underlying topology. This can be done ahead of time by the application

writer or compiler, or at run time by the operating system, a hypervisor,

or in the hardware itself. In Section 5.2.3 we will detail our algorithm to

select shortcuts.

2. Transmitter/Receiver Tuning - Based on shortcut selection, each trans-

mitter or receiver in the topology will be tuned to a particular frequency

(or disabled entirely) to implement our shortcuts.

3. Routing Table Updates - New routes must be established and pro-

grammed into the routing tables at all network routers, to match the new

available paths. If all network routers are updated in parallel, and each

routing table has a single write port, it would take 99 cycles to update all

the routes in the network (1 cycle for each other router in the network).

Since we consider per-application reconfiguration of an NoC, this cost can

easily be overlapped with other context switch activity, and will not increase

the delay to start executing an application.
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Figure 5.7: RF-I Transmission Lines Overlaid on a Mesh (with example of 50
RF-enabled routers)

In Section 5.4.1.9, we will demonstrate that even if we adapt our shortcuts

at an even finer-granularity, with oracle knowledge of the communication pat-

terns of the application during each period (or phase) of execution, as well as

an ideal reconfiguration overhead, we we do not experience significant power nor

performance improvement over coarse-grain shortcut adaptation (i.e. once per

application).

Figure 5.7 demonstrates our baseline mesh topology with a set of overlaid RF-

I transmission lines on this mesh to act as a shared waveguide. Here, we constrain

the number of RF-enabled routers to half of the total routers (50 routers). In

Figure 5.7 these routers appear to have a small diagonal connection to the set

of RF-I transmission lines, which is represented as a single thick line winding

through each row of the mesh. Although physically this waveguide appears to

connect the entire set of routers, it logically behaves as a set of N unidirectional

single-cycle shortcuts (where N is the number of available RF-I frequency bands),

each of which may be used simultaneously. An example of this logical organization
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Figure 5.8: Static Shortcuts Using Maximum Edge-Cost Heuristic

Figure 5.9: Static Shortcuts Using Graph Permutation Heuristic
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is shown in Figure 5.8 which represents the static set of shortcuts generated by

our shortcut selection algorithm in Section 5.2.3, Figure 5.11. In cases where

a pair of unidirectional shortcuts are established between the same two routers

in opposite directions (e.g. between the upper-left and lower-right routers), this

pair of shortcuts is represented as a single bidirectional shortcut. Over time,

this set of allocated shortcuts may change, as the RF-I is reconfigured, allocating

frequency bands to different source and receiver routers.

To limit the design space, we will consider a total aggregate RF-I bandwidth

of 256B from these transmission lines. This aggregate bandwidth (4096 Gbps on a

2 GHz network) will require 43 parallel transmission lines, where each can carry

a bandwidth of 96 Gbps [CCK08b]. Furthermore, we choose to only consider

16B shortcuts. This means that we have a total budget B = 16 uni-directional

shortcuts which we can allocate between pairs of RF-enabled routers.

5.2.3 Shortcut Selection

5.2.3.1 Selecting Architecture-Specific RF-I Shortcuts

If shortcuts are to be selected at architecture design time, designers of general-

purpose processors need a cost metric that allows them to minimize commu-

nication overhead. This cost metric cannot reflect any information about the

communication patterns of a given application (or set of applications). Rather,

we select a cost function Wx,y which estimates the cost of communicating be-

tween a pair of routers x and y in a given network. For architecture-specific RF-I

shortcuts, we will use the function:

Wx,y =











length of shortest-path(x, y) if x 6= y

0 if x = y

For our shortcut selection, we consider the baseline mesh topology to be a
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complete directed grid graph G, whose vertices are the routers of the mesh. The

RF-I shortcuts we select are simply directed edges which will be added to this

graph.

Given a budget B of directed edges that we can add to the mesh, we aim to

select these edges such that
∑

all(x,y)

Wx,y is minimized over all router pairs (x,y). To

ensure that the resulting topology is restricted to routers with a maximum of 6

ports, we add the restriction that at most one inbound shortcut and one outbound

shortcut may be added to a given router. Additionally, we restrict shortcuts such

that they may not start or end on any of the 4 corner routers which are attached

to memory interfaces, as those interfaces will only be communicating with nearby

cache-banks in our architecture.

In Figure 5.10, we show one heuristic to minimize
∑

all(x,y)

Wx,y on a directed

grid graph G. This heuristic constructs a permutation graph (G
′

) for each can-

didate edge (i, j), and calculates the total cost of each permutation graph. The

candidate edge leading to the best cost improvement is added to graph G. This

continues until the budget B is exhausted. A simple implementation of this

heuristic would have time-complexity O(BV 5), where V is the number of vertices

in G. The architecture-specific edges selected by this algorithm correspond to the

RF-I shortcuts shown in Figure 5.9.

A less complex approach to shortcut selection is demonstrated in Figure 5.11.

This heuristic reduces the overall diameter of G by simply selecting maximum-

cost edges until the budget B is exhausted. The time-complexity of this approach

is dominated by the steps required to calculate the cost of each edge-pair, leading

to O(BV 3) total comparisons. The architecture-specific edges selected by this

algorithm correspond to the RF-I shortcuts shown in Figure 5.8.

We have tried both heuristics and found the resulting set of shortcuts to
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while B > 0 do
Calculate TotalCost(G) =

∑

all(x,y)

Wx,y (for x ∈ G, y ∈ G)

maxImprovement = 0
for each candidate pair of routers i, j s.t. i /∈ UsedSrcs and j /∈ UsedDests
do

Create new graph G
′

= G + edge(i, j)
Calculate TotalCost(G

′

) =
∑

all(x,y)

Wx,y (for x ∈ G
′

, y ∈ G
′

)

if (TotalCost(G
′

) − TotalCost(G)) > maxImprovement then
maxImprovement = (TotalCost(G

′

) − TotalCost(G))
maxi = i
maxj = j

end if
end for
Add edge (maxi, maxj) to G
UsedSrcs = UsedSrcs ∪ maxi

UsedDests = UsedDests ∪ maxj

B = B − 1
end while

Figure 5.10: Graph Permutation Heuristic For Shortcut Selection

while B > 0 do
Calculate Wx,y for all x ∈ G, y ∈ G
Select edge (i,j) where Wi,j = max(Wx,y s.t. x /∈ UsedSrcs and y /∈
UsedDests)
Add edge (i,j) to G
UsedSrcs = UsedSrcs ∪ i
UsedDests = UsedDests ∪ j
B = B − 1

end while

Figure 5.11: Maximum Edge-Cost Heuristic For Shortcut Selection
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perform comparably well. Therefore, for the remainder of this chapter we shall

use the latter, less complex approach of Maximum Edge-Cost Shortcut Selection

presented in Figure 5.11. The results of this technique are compared against

those derived using the more complex Graph-Permutation Heuristic (presented

in Figure 5.10) in Section 5.4.1.8.

5.2.3.2 Selecting Application-Specific RF-I Shortcuts

To reconfigure our set of RF-I shortcuts dynamically for each application (or

per workload), we introduce application communication statistics into our cost

equation. Intuitively, we wish to accelerate communication on paths that are

most frequently used by the application, operating under the assumption that

these paths are most critical to application performance. To identify these paths,

we need to rely on information that can be readily collected by event counters in

our network.

The two simplest metrics we can use to guide our selection are inter-router

communication frequency and inter-router communication bandwidth demand.

From a given router X to another router Y, communication frequency is measured

as the number of messages sent from X to Y, and communication bandwidth de-

mand is measured as the total number of bytes sent from X to Y. Note that these

metrics may produce different shortcuts, as network messages are not uniform in

size. For instance, messages traveling from main memory interfaces to L2 caches

contain entire 128 byte L2 cache lines, whereas messages from L2 cache banks to

cores range from data fills containing 32 byte data blocks to coherence control

messages containing a 4 byte address.

Despite the fact that these two metrics yield different sets of shortcuts, we

have found that each succeeds in capturing the representative communication
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pattern of a given application, and that the resulting application performance

using either frequency- or bandwidth-derived shortcuts is nearly identical. More-

over, communication frequency is easier to track in hardware, as it requires a

simple incrementing counter per communicating router pair, whereas capturing

total bytes sent requires the use of a more sophisticated adder. Therefore, in this

work, we use inter-router communication frequency to guide shortcut selection.

We examine the relative performance and power potential of using bandwidth-

derived shortcuts in Section 5.4.1.7.

To determine the maximum benefit of this approach, we assume that the

inter-router communication frequency statistic is available for the applications we

wish to run (using profiles collected during a previous run). Furthermore we can

employ the same shortcut-selection algorithm that we used to select architecture-

specific shortcuts (in Section 5.2.3.1), except with a new optimization function
∑

all(x,y)

Fx,y ·Wx,y where Fx,y is the total number of messages sent from router x to

router y.

One limitation of the algorithm presented in Section 5.2.3.1 is that once a

shortcut is selected, its source and destination are removed from further consid-

eration. However, if a communication hotspot exists, this restriction prevents

more than one shortcut from being placed at this hotspot. Although we re-

strict ourselves to adding only one additional port per router (and thus only one

shortcut to/from a hotspot router), there is no practical reason we cannot place

additional shortcuts at nearby routers. Thus, rather than merely optimizing

source-to-destination communication, we optimize region-to-region communica-

tion.

For application-specific RF-I shortcuts, we modify our shortcut-selection algo-

rithm as follows. We alternate between placing shortcuts between source/destination
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router pairs (as described earlier) and placing edges between source/destination

region pairs, where these regions are non-overlapping 3x3 sub-meshes of frequently-

communicating and/or distant routers. (We can extend this region-to-region

shortcut placement strategy to ring-based NoC topologies by defining a region as

any 3 consecutive ring routers.)

We define an inter-region communication metric CRegionA,B between non-

overlapping regions A and B as

CRegionA,B =
∑

all(x∈A,y∈B)

Fx,y · Wx,y

To select an inter-region shortcut, we first select a pair of regions I and J

such that CRegionI,J = max(CRegionA,B) over all non-overlapping regions A,

B. Using these regions, we select a shortcut edge (i,j) to add to the graph, where

i /∈ UsedSrcs and j /∈ UsedDests, and i ∈ I and j ∈ J .

An example of application-specific shortcut selection is shown for the 1Hotspot

trace in Figure 5.22. Here we chose number of RF-enabled routers to be 50, and

give them a darker shade for clarity. For this network trace, the hot-spot of com-

munication is the cache bank at (7,0) colored black. The effect of region-based

selection is apparent, as several routers near the the hotspot are either sources

or destinations of selected shortcuts.

For comparison, we tried this shortcut-selection algorithm for architecture-

specific shortcuts as well, using:

CRegionA,B =
∑

all(x∈A,y∈B)

Wx,y

However, in the absence of any inter-region communication representation, we

found that the results were nearly identical to those of the algorithm presented

in Section 5.2.3.1. The impact of inter-region shortcut selection (over the algo-

rithm presented in Section 5.2.3.1) for application-specific shortcuts is presented
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in Section 5.4.1.4.

5.2.4 Opportunity for Power Optimization

The latency reduction of RF-Enabled shortcuts allows us to simplify the underly-

ing topology of our conventional NoC. For example, we can reduce the bandwidth

of the mesh, or even simplify the topology to a ring. This is a critical benefit of

RF-I: the ability to provide bandwidth where it is most useful through an adap-

tive NoC can allow us to sustain a comparable level of performance at a lower

power cost.

5.3 Methodology

Large-scale many-core simulation is complicated by long run times and by the

fact that current generation applications are not representative of the kinds of

workloads such large-scale systems will be running in the years to come [GIP07].

To address these concerns, and target a reasonably sized design space for our

architecture, we leveraged the Garnet [APJ07] network simulation infrastructure

and executed both synthetic probabilistic traces and actual application traces.

We have extricated Garnet from the GEMS simulation framework [MSB05] to

create a standalone network simulator, capable of reading and executing message

traces. Each trace contains the arrival time of a message, the message’s source

and destination routers, and the message size.

Details of our network simulation parameters can be found in Table 5.1. When

adding RF-I shortcuts to a baseline architecture, we must change the routing

strategy to shortest-path in order to make use of these extra links. In this work,

we consider both a mesh topology and a ring topology as organizations for our
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Switching Technique Wormhole
Baseline Mesh Routing XY Routing
Baseline Ring Routing East-West Routing
RF-I Shortcut Routing Shortest Path

Link Bandwidth 16/8/4 bytes
Number of Virtual Networks 2

Virtual Channels (per Virtual Network) 8
Buffer Size 8 flits

Ports for baseline/RF-enabled mesh router 5/6
Ports for baseline/RF-enabled ring router 3/4

Table 5.1: Network Simulation Parameters

NoC. On a mesh, shortest-path routing introduces the possibility of deadlock. On

the mesh and the ring, we conservatively detect and recover from possible dead-

lock by re-routing all messages on a separate set of virtual channels whenever cir-

cular buffer-wait has been detected for 20 consecutive network cycles [CCK08b].

We reserve a separate virtual network (a spare set of 8 virtual channels) as an

escape route for any messages in-flight when this deadlock condition occurs. On

the escape route, flits may only be routed using XY routing on the mesh (or by

traveling west on the ring). Any messages injected into the network after this

point may be routed normally on the standard virtual-channel set.

To limit the design space, we will consider a total aggregate RF-I bandwidth

of 256B from these transmission lines. This aggregate bandwidth (4096 Gbps on a

2 GHz network) will require 43 parallel transmission lines, where each can carry

a bandwidth of 96 Gbps [CCK08b]. Furthermore, we choose to only consider

16B shortcuts. This means that we have a total budget B = 16 uni-directional

shortcuts which we can allocate between pairs of RF-enabled routers.
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Core Parameters
Number of Cores 64

Fetch/Issue Width 6/3
ROB/Issue-Queue Size 128/12

L1 Instruction/Data Cache each 8 KB, 4 way,
32-byte block size

L2 Cache 32 banks, each bank 256 KB, 8 way,
128-byte block size

Application Start At End At

bodytrack start of 1 billion
1st frame instructions executed

fluidanimate start of 1 billion
1st frame instructions executed

jbb start of 100 transactions
transaction execution executed

streamcluster threads spawned 1 billion
to compute kmedian instructions executed

x264 start of 65th frame end of
(to fill pipeline) 65th frame

Table 5.2: Application Trace Generation
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5.3.1 Probabilistic Traces

As a means of exploring the interconnect demand of future applications, we have

constructed probabilistic traces to represent a variety of communication patterns

for cooperative multithreaded applications. These probabilistic traces were pre-

pared by Mishali Naik [CCK08a], but are discussed in this dissertation to explain

the application-specific shortcuts selected for them as well as the results obtained

using them.

Each probabilistic trace is executed on Garnet for 1 million network cycles.

Our probabilistic traces are based on the communication patterns in Figure 5.3

and the actual component placement on our 10x10 mesh design. Request mes-

sages and data messages that are sent between cores and cache banks or between

cores are 7 bytes (for requests) and 39 bytes (for data) including the payload. And

the larger data messages messages between the cache banks and the memory con-

trollers are 132 bytes. We constructed seven total traces: uniform, unidirectional

dataflow (uniDF) and bidirectional dataflow (biDF), hot bidirectional dataflow

(hotbiDF), one, two, and four hotspots (1Hotspot, 2Hotspot, and 4Hotspot respec-

tively). These traces are detailed in Table 5.3.

5.3.2 Real Application Traces

We collected network message injection traces from real applications executed

upon a 64 core SPARC processor using Simics [MCE02], and then executed these

traces on our Garnet model. Each application was configured to leverage 64

threads, with each thread mapped to a single core in our design. On Simics, we

execute each application for a representative period of execution (up to 1 billion

instructions), and collect a full trace of the SPARCv9 instructions executed on

each core. This trace is read and simulated on MC-Sim, which has been equipped
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Uniform: A random traffic distribution – components are equally likely
to communicate with all other components.
Dataflow: Components clustered into groups which are functionally laid
out in a dataflow-like fashion on our mesh. Components are biased to
communicate with components within their group and with components
in groups that neighbor them on either one side (unidirectional dataflow)
or both sides (bidirectional dataflow). This pattern would be seen in a
data decomposition like medical imaging or a functional decomposition
into a pipelined pattern (like an imaging pipeline or a cryptographic
algorithm).
Hotspot: One or more components in the mesh are sending/receiving
a disproportionate amount of traffic – a hotspot in the mesh. This can
be exhibited by caches holding frequently used synchronization vars or a
master/worker paradigm.
Hot Bidirectional Dataflow: The Dataflow pattern but with one
group in the quadrant sending/receiving a disproportionate amount of
traffic. This differs from Hotspot as communication is still biased in
the dataflow pattern direction. This pattern could be seen in a pipelined
parallel application where communication load is not evenly balanced
across all parts of the pipeline.

Table 5.3: Probabilistic Trace Patterns
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Technology 32nm
Clock frequency 2 GHz
Supply voltage (VDD) 0.9 V
Minimum transistor size (wmin) 70 nm
Transistor off current (Ioff ) 0.00034 mA/µm
Transistor output resistance (r0) 5 KOhm
Transistor output capacitance (cp) 0.0165 fF
Transistor input capacitance (c0) 0.105fF
Metal wire resistance per unit length (rwire) 1.2 Ohm/µm
Metal wire capacitance per unit length (cwire) 0.15 fF/µm
2x minimal spacing metal wire capacitance per unit length 0.0918 fF/µm
Distant metal wire capacitance per unit length 0.0833 fF/µm

Table 5.4: Technology Parameters Used in Power Estimation of NoC

with the ability to execute instruction-level SPARC traces, in addition to its

ability to execute MIPS applications compiled with libapp. Every message sent on

the simulated interconnect is recorded in a network trace, which is subsequently

executed on the Garnet network simulator described above. This allows us to

evaluate a number of interconnect design choices for a real application without

the recurring overhead of full-system simulation.

The benchmarks used include one commercial workload (SPECjbb2005) and

four applications from the PARSEC benchmark suite [CKS08] (bodytrack, flu-

idanimate, streamcluster, and x264). All PARSEC applications are executed on

their simlarge configuration. The network traces of each application are simu-

lated on Garnet for 500 million network cycles (or to completion), unless otherwise

specified. The setup of each application is detailed in Table 5.2.

5.3.3 Physical Design Modeling

To accurately gauge the impact of RF-I on future many-core architectures, we

leveraged a number of physical design tools for our latency, power, and area
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link dynamic energy per length Elink = 0.25V 2
DD(kopt(co + cp)/hopt + cwire)

optimal repeater size kopt =
√

r0cwire

rwirec0

optimal inter-repeater distance hopt =
√

2r0(c0+cp)
rwirecwire

link leakage Lkglink = Lkgrepeaters

= 1.5VDDIoffwminkopt/hopt

link area Arealink = Arearepeaters

= koptw
2
minD/hopt

Table 5.5: Power Equations
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data. The power modeling of the NoC consists of the modeling of routers, links

and RF-I transmitters and receivers. Table 5.4 shows the technology parameters

used in our estimation and their symbols used in the following equations. The

Orion [WZP02] power model is used to get the data of router dynamic energy per

flit, leakage and area with various router configurations. For links, we take the

estimation method used in CosiNoC [PCS02] as a reference. The link dynamic

energy per unit length Elink is given by the first equation in Table 5.5, where

kopt denotes the optimal repeater size and hopt denotes the optimal inter-repeater

distance. The values kopt and hopt can be calculated by the subsequent two

equations, and values VDD, co, cp, and cwire are defined in Table 5.4.

The values for r0, rwire, Ioff , and wmin are also defined in Table 5.4. The

leakage and area of one link are given by the lower two equations in Table 5.5

where D is the distance between two adjacent routers. In 32 nm technology,

the RF-I energy consumed per bit transmitted has been projected to be 0.75

pJ, and the silicon area per Gbps is 124 µm2[CCK08b, CST08a]. We employ

these values in this work to estimate the energy and active-layer area of RF-

I components. Using the router, link and RF-I power models in conjunction

with transmission flow statistics gathered from our microarchitecture simulator,

we can obtain the power, total energy and area of the NoC. In this work, we

report power-consumption as the average instantaneous power (in Watts) over

the execution of an application.
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Figure 5.12: Latency of Static RF-I Shortcuts vs Static Wire Shortcuts (normal-
ized to Baseline - 16B)

5.4 Results

5.4.1 RF-I Shortcuts

We present results for three different architectures in this section. The base-

line topology does not have any RF-I shortcuts. The static shortcut topology

has a set of RF-I shortcuts that are always fixed (i.e. set at the design time

of the architecture itself) selected by the algorithm in Section 5.2.3.1. These

cannot leverage any information about application-specific communication pat-

terns. The adaptive shortcut topology has a set of RF-enabled routers that can

be dynamically tuned to match the communication patterns of the application.

Here, reconfiguration is done once for the entire application. For both static and

adaptive configurations, we only select 16 shortcuts as mentioned in Section 5.3.

Even though we consider varying number of RF-enabled routers on our adaptive

configurations, only 16 shortcuts will be active at any given time.
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5.4.1.1 Comparing RF-I to Conventional Wire Shortcuts

In this section we explore the difference between implementing static long-distance

shortcuts with RF-I versus conventional wire technology. These shortcuts are

the exact same set for both RF-I and wire, and are obtained via the Maximum

Edge-Cost Heuristic in Figure 5.11. They are visually depicted in Figure 5.8.

As conventional wire cannot cross the chip in a single network clock-cycle (yet

RF-I can), the wired shortcuts must transmit in multiple cycles, using buffers

to store intermediate results. This buffered (or pipelined) wire is the same tech-

nology used to implement the shortcuts of Ogras and Marculescu’s Small World

topology [OM06].

As we employ shortest-path routing in the presence of shortcuts on our mesh,

we must treat the wired shortcuts as multi-hop channels between their source

and destination router. Thus, these wire shortcuts will be utilized less-frequently

than the same shortcuts implemented in RF-I, as the paths that consider these

shortcuts will experience more hops in the wire case. We could treat them as

single-cycle shortcuts in our routing algorithm, but this would unfairly penalize

performance, as many packets would be sent on non-minimal routes. The longest
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wire shortcuts, for instance from router (0,8) in the upper right to (8,0) in the

lower left in Figure 5.8, experience 7 network cycles of latency. The shortest-

distance shortcuts (e.g. from (2,9) to (4,2)) experience only 4 network cycles of

latency.

In Figure 5.12 we show the impact that both RF-I (labeled ”Static”) and

conventional wire (labeled ”Wire”) shortcuts have on network latency. Network

latency is measured as the number of network cycles that it takes to transmit

the average packet from its source to destination router. The RF-I and wire

shortcut cases are compared to the network-latency experienced on the baseline

mesh, with no RF-I (labeled ”Baseline”). All configurations use 16B inter-router

links on the underlying mesh unless otherwise indicated (for example, ”Static -

8B” uses sixteen 16B RF-I shortcuts overlaid upon a mesh with 8B inter-router

links). Each configuration is normalized to the network latency experienced on

our Baseline 16B mesh, represented by the line at 1.0 on the graph. We com-

pare the performance of RF-I shortcuts and conventional wire shortcuts on an

underlying mesh which has 16B, 8B, and 4B inter-router links.

On a 16B mesh, static RF-I shortcuts provide around 20% latency benefit

over baseline. On an 8B mesh, RF-I shortcuts provide 14% latency benefit over

baseline 16B mesh (whereas the baseline 8B mesh experiences 4% additional

latency on average). On a 4B mesh, RF-I shortcuts experience 11% latency

overhead compared to 16B baseline (whereas the 4B baseline mesh experiences

27% overhead on average). In each of these cases, wire shortcuts provide some

benefit over the respective baseline, but RF-I shortcuts tend to provide twice as

much benefit on all configurations.

Figure 5.13 shows the corresponding average power consumption of each con-

figuration, normalized to that of the baseline 16B mesh (represented by the line
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at 1.0). Although RF-I has been projected to be a low-power alternative to wire

technology, the RF-I shortcut configurations (again labeled ”Static” in this fig-

ure) tend to consume about 5% more power (relative to baseline 16B) than wire

shortcuts across all configurations. This power-consumption is largely due to

the modulation/demodulation of flits by the RF-I transmitter and receiver logic.

Notice also that RF-I is more highly utilized than the long-wire shortcuts, as

our routing algorithm treats long-wire paths as multiple hops. This imbalance in

shortcut utilization leads to slightly higher power-consumption along these long

paths.

We confirm these results by examining the per-flit dynamic power consump-

tion of RF-I versus conventional wire. RF-I consumes a dynamic energy of

7.5× 10−13 Watts per bit per second. In this technology, buffered wire consumes

2.5×10−13 Watts per bit per second on each repeater. In terms of dynamic power

consumption, RF-I begins to beat conventional wire as soon as three or more pipe

stages are needed on the conventional wire (i.e. the wire requires three or more

clock cycles to traverse). Although the buffered-wire shortcuts are long enough

to consume more power than RF-I, they are used less frequently.

These results make it evident that large power-savings are realized by using

lower-bandwidth baseline mesh configurations. These power-savings are much

more dramatic than the difference in power-consumption between RF-I and base-

line links. However, much performance is lost to a lower-bandwidth mesh, as in-

dicated by the big steps in network latency shown in Figure 5.12. In subsequent

sections, we will examine ways to realize large power savings without experiencing

a corresponding latency penalty.
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Figure 5.14: Tradeoff between Number of RF-Enabled routers and Network La-
tency (normalized to Baseline - 16B)

5.4.1.2 Required Number of RF-Enabled Routers

Even though we have a fixed number of shortcuts available in our RF-I waveguide,

the more RF-enabled routers we have, the more freedom we have with which to

allocate these shortcuts. However, each RF-enabled router comes with a cost in

terms of power and area – we want to retain reasonable flexibility while achieving

our main goal of power-efficient NoC design.

To this end, we present results for four points in this design space – a topology

where all 100 routers are RF-enabled, a topology with 50 RF-enabled routers, one

with 25 RF-enabled routers, and finally a topology with 16 RF-enabled routers.

The RF enabled routers are placed in a staggered fashion to minimize the distance

any given component would need to travel to reach the RF-I.

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 demonstrate the tradeoff between flexibility and over-

head when varying the number of RF-enabled routers for a fixed amount of RF-I

bandwidth. The bars of Figure 5.14 represent the average network latency to

transmit a flit from its source router to its destination router in the NoC. Each of
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these bars is normalized to the per-flit network-latency experienced on our 16B

baseline mesh, with no RF-I. The first bar shows the relative latency of the static

shortcuts (where RF-I shortcuts are fixed at design time and never change hence,

using the Maximum Edge-Cost Heuristic presented in Figure 5.11). Each subse-

quent bar shows the relative latency of adaptive architecture, with 100, 50, 25,

and finally 16 RF-enabled routers. In the 100R (100 RF-enabled routers) case,

every router in the mesh is a potential sender or receiver on an RF-I shortcut. In

the 50R case, the routers which may be chosen as the source or destination of an

RF-I shortcut are shown as shaded in Figure 5.20. Similarly, the 25R case uses

the set of RF-enabled routers shown in Figure 5.19 and the 16R case uses the set

of RF-enabled routers shown in Figure 5.18. The bars of Figure 5.15 represent

the corresponding power consumption (again normalized to 16B baseline) of each

configuration shown in Figure 5.14.

Combining the results of Figures 5.14 and 5.15, we see that static shortcuts

provide a 20% reduction in latency on average with an 11% increase in power

(both with respect to baseline). Although the baseline topology has changed with
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respect to router/component mapping, flow-control mechanism, and number of

virtual channels compared to the baseline presented in Chapter 4, it is worthwhile

to note that these network-latency results are comparable (albeit slightly less im-

pressive, due to the fact that the results in Chapter 4, Figure 4.4 are derived from

shortcuts with more architecture knowledge than that provided to our Maximum

Edge-Cost Heuristic: the topology-placement of cores and cache-banks).

The second bar represents our adaptive architecture with 100 RF-enabled

routers: we see a latency reduction of 32% on average at the cost of an average

40% increase in power consumption. The third bar, representing adaptive short-

cuts with 50 RF-enabled routers, sees the same average latency reduction of 32%,

with only a 24% increase in power consumption. The fourth bar represents our

adaptive architecture with 25 RF-enabled routers: here, the reduced flexibility

drops our latency reduction to 28% on average and the cost in power to 15% on

average. Finally, the fifth bar represents our adaptive architecture with 16 RF-

enabled routers: reducing our latency reduction advantage to an average 26%,

with an average power overhead of 12%.

By limiting the number of RF-enabled routers available for adaptive shortcut

selection, we can achieve significant power savings at the cost of the flexibility

of adaptation. However, our intent is to reduce the overall bandwidth of the

conventional interconnect in this study, which requires a high degree of flexibility

to recapture performance at an overall power savings, and we therefore choose

50 RF-enabled routers as the adaptive design point of interest for the remainder

of this study.
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5.4.1.3 Required Number of RF-I Shortcuts

So far in this chapter, we have restricted ourselves to the use of sixteen 16B RF-I

shortcuts. In this section, we explore the latency and power tradeoff of using

more shortcuts of the same bandwidth-per-shortcut. In this section we consider

only static shortcut allocations, derived using our Maximum Edge-Cost Shortcut

Selection heuristic from Section 5.2.3.1, Figure 5.11. We try 8, 16 (our standard

case), 24, 32, and finally 64 static shortcuts on our probabilistic traces. We

show both average network-packet latency (in Figure 5.16) and network power-

consumption (in Figure 5.17) for each configuration, normalized to the respective

result on a baseline 16B mesh with no RF-I (represented by the line at 1.0 in

each figure).

As the figures show, the addition of more RF-I shortcuts on a mesh will lower

average packet-latency, as the average number of hops experienced by a network

packet is decreased as more express paths are added. However, the addition of

more RF-I shortcuts incurs an increasing amount of static and dynamic power.

This power is incurred as a result of increasing the number of 6-port routers (the
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sources and destinations of shortcut links) as well as an increased number of RF-I

transmitter and receiver components, and the modulation power of the packets

sent over RF-I.

As Figure 5.16 shows, diminishing returns are experienced beyond the addi-

tion of 32 RF-I shortcuts. As we have already seen, sixteen 16B RF-I shortcuts

produces a network latency improvement of around 20% over baseline on average

(at a power overhead of 11% over baseline, as shown in Figure 5.17). Adding six-

teen more shortcuts provides an additional improvement of 10% on average (the

32 Shortcuts case), at an additional power overhead of 7.6%. However, adding

32 more shortcuts beyond this point only provides an average 4.4% additional

performance improvement (the 64 Shortcuts case), at an additional power over-

head of 12.1%. The addition of these shortcuts is not worthwhile, because they

provide more incremental power overhead than network performance benefit, an

unfavorable cost/benefit tradeoff.

Combining these results with the adaptive shortcut-selection results from Sec-

tion 5.4.1.2, we can see that sixteen 16B adaptive shortcuts, with 50 RF-enabled

routers, provides around 32% average latency improvement over baseline, nearly
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as much as the 34% improvement provided by 64 static shortcuts. However, these

adaptive shortcuts and the RF-enabled routers only incur a 24% power overhead,

roughly halfway between the power overheads of using 32- and 64-static shortcuts

(which are 18.4% and 30.6% respectively). This justifies our use of sixteen RF-I

shortcuts in this study, as their adaptation to match a particular application’s

need allows them to effectively match the performance of 64 static shortcuts at

far less power-consumption.

It should be noted that in this section we have not counted the area and rout-

ing overhead of using a greater number of shortcuts. This overhead comes in the

form of additional transmitters and receivers, and also additional 6-port routers

in the network. However, this overhead also comes in the form of an increased

number of transmission lines in the RF-I bus, which consume more overhead in

the top metal layers, and make wire routing more difficult. A thorough discussion

of this cost is beyond the scope of this work, but as we have shown the poten-

tial of 16 adaptive shortcuts to compete with 64 static shortcuts, we continue to

employ this many 16B RF-I shortcuts for the remainder of this study.

5.4.1.4 Region-Based and Non-Region-Based Shortcut Selection

In Figure 5.20, we show the network-on-chip topology for the aforementioned

design point of 50 RF-enabled routers, selected in Section 5.4.1.2 as the best

overall tradeoff of power reduction and latency-reduction via RF-I adaptation.

The routers of this figure are oriented as in Figure 5.7, and the RF-enabled routers

are shaded for identification. Our adaptive shortcut-selection is restricted to limit

shortcut sources and destinations to this set of routers, with at most one shortcut

originating and at most one shortcut terminating at any given router.

As mentioned in Section 5.2.3.2, when using communication data for a given
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Figure 5.18: Network Topology With 16 RF-Enabled Routers (shaded)

Figure 5.19: Network Topology With 25 RF-Enabled Routers (shaded)
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Figure 5.20: Network Topology With 50 RF-Enabled Routers (shaded)

application to bias shortcut-selection, we could employ a simple greedy heuristic

to connect individual sources and destinations as we do for architecture-specific

shortcuts (in Section 5.2.3.1). The downside of such an approach, as previously

mentioned, is that once a hot source/destination pair is given a shortcut, both

are removed from further consideration, respecting the constraints on number of

input/output ports for RF-enabled routers. Although such an approach works

well for architecture-specific shortcuts, where inter-router distance is the only

consideration, it suffers some drawbacks for application-specific shortcuts, where

communication patterns are being optimized. First, for routers which are very

popular communicators, after they are given a shortcut, it may be be beneficial

to place additional shortcuts near them, to reduce the hop-count of other traffic

that must travel to/from them. Second, some non-RF-enabled routers will be

popular communicators, and although these routers cannot directly access the

RF-I, placing shortcuts near them will help their traffic as well. This motivates

the use of region-based shortcut-selection for application-specific shortcuts, as

described in Section 5.2.3.2.
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To demonstrate the impact of region-based shortcut selection, we show the

shortcuts obtained for three probabilistic trace patterns with hot communication

destinations: 1Hotspot, 4Hotspot, and hotbiDF.

In Figure 5.21, we show the shortcuts selected for the 1Hotspot probabilistic

trace, without using region-based shortcut selection. From the communication

data gathered on the baseline 16B-mesh of 1Hotspot, the most popular destina-

tion of network messages is the router at (7,0), which is shaded black for clarity

in Figure 5.21, with 34.1% of messages bound for the cache bank attached to

this router. Although this is the hottest destination in the network, there are

other hot destinations, at (0,3), (9,6), and (0,4), where 22.9%, 7.4%, and 5.8% of

network messages terminate, respectively. These routers are also shaded in the

network, with lighter shade corresponding to decreased popularity. The lightest

shaded routers correspond to the RF-enabled routers, as indicated in Figure 5.20.

It should be noted that the router (0,4) is not RF-enabled, even though it is a

popular traffic destination.

In Figure 5.22 we again show shortcuts selected for the 1Hotspot trace, but

this time with half of the shortcuts chosen for source/destination router pairs, and

the other half chosen for source/destination region pairs. The 3x3 sub-meshes

that enclose each hot router are shown as shaded regions in the picture. Here we

see that region-based shortcut selection has the effect of ”pulling” more shortcuts

towards the hot regions of communication, whereas in the non-region placement

of Figure 5.21, the shortcuts are more evenly distributed through the network.

With region-based shortcut selection, 13 of the 16 chosen shortcuts terminate in a

3x3 sub-mesh enclosing a popular router, whereas for non-region-based shortcuts,

only 9 shortcuts terminate in those same sub-mesh regions.

We demonstrate this same effect for the traffic of the 4Hotspot trace with
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Figure 5.21: Adaptive Shortcuts for 1Hotspot Trace (non-region-based)

Figure 5.22: Adaptive Shortcuts for 1Hotspot Trace (region-based)
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Figure 5.23: Adaptive Shortcuts for 4Hotspot Trace (non-region-based)

both non-region-based shortcut selection in Figure 5.23 and region-based shortcut

selection in Figure 5.24. Here, the two hottest destinations are the routers at (1,7)

and (7,0), each of which are the terminating point of 17.1% of network messages,

and each of which is shaded black in both figures. Other hot destinations are

shaded a lighter color, where lightness corresponds to decreasing popularity, and

the lightest-shaded routers are the set of 50 RF-enabled routers (as shown in

Figure 5.20). Other hot destinations in the 4Hotspot trace are (0,3), (0,4), (9,6),

and (2,4), which are the destinations of 10.0%, 10.0%, 9.7%, and 5.6% of the total

network messages, respectively. The routers at (0,4), (2,4), and (1,7) are not RF-

enabled, and are not considered in the non-region-based shortcut selection of

Figure 5.23. However, in the region-based shortcut selection of Figure 5.24, it is

apparent that these destinations exert a pull on the shortcuts. In Figure 5.24, the

regions containing the two most popular destinations (1,7) and (7,0) are shown.

The hotbiDF network trace exhibits a bidirectional dataflow, which looks like
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Figure 5.24: Adaptive Shortcuts for 4Hotspot Trace (region-based)

a circular pattern between the four quadrants of the mesh. However, in this case,

one L2 cache bank router at (9,8), is a very hot traffic recipient. This router

receives 5.3% of all network traffic, with the rest distributed mostly evenly in a

circular motion around the four quadrants. In Figure 5.25, we show the non-

region based shortcut selection for hotbiDF, and in Figure 5.26 we indicate the

region-based shortcut selection. In both figures, we indicate the hotspot as a

black-shaded router. In Figure 5.26, we also show the two 3x3 sub-mesh regions

containing the router. Although the circular dataflow is captured by both sets

of shortcuts, it is clear that the hotspot router attracts more communication

shortcuts in the region-based selection (6 shortcuts terminating at or near the

hot router for region-based shortcuts, versus 4 in the non-region based selection).

These figures indicate that the use of region-based shortcuts allows hot net-

work activity to be considered over a region of routers, rather than remain fo-

cused at a single hot router. This helps avoid the premature exclusion of that

router’s communication from shortcut selection, due to port constraints or lack
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Figure 5.25: Adaptive Shortcuts for hotbiDF Trace (non-region-based)

of RF-I access point. This motivates our use of region-based shortcut selec-

tion for application-specific shortcuts, and non-region-based shortcut selection

for architecture-specific shortcuts chosen at design time.

5.4.1.5 Power Savings from Reduced Bandwidth

If we use RF-I shortcuts to handle the bulk of our communication load, the

underlying mesh topology can be simplified to improve power efficiency. Our

baseline topology uses 16B links between routers, and we consider the impact

on latency and power from reducing this to 8B and 4B. Figures 5.27 and 5.28

provide results (normalized to the 16B baseline configuration) demonstrating

the power/performance tradeoff. In each figure, the RF-I configurations use an

underlying 16B mesh, unless otherwise noted (for instance Adaptive - 8B uses

sixteen 16B RF-I shortcuts overlaid upon an underlying 8B mesh, and Baseline

- 4B uses a 4B mesh with no RF-I).
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Figure 5.26: Adaptive Shortcuts for hotbiDF Trace (region-based)
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Figure 5.27: Network-Latency Impact of Mesh Bandwidth Reduction on our
Probabilistic Traces (normalized to Baseline - 16B)
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Figure 5.28: Interconnect Power Impact of Mesh Bandwidth Reduction on our
Probabilistic Traces (normalized to Baseline - 16B)
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Figure 5.29: Network-Latency Impact of Mesh Bandwidth Reduction on our
Benchmarks (normalized to Baseline - 16B)

When reducing the baseline mesh bandwidth to 8B, we save 48% power on

average, but at the cost of increasing latency by 4%. If we further reduce this

bandwidth to 4B, we see a 72% reduction in power and a 27% increase in latency.

In contrast, our static set of shortcuts helps reduce this latency gap between 16B

and 4B mesh links: we are able to reduce power by 67%, but we still see 11%

latency increase. Moreover, by adapting to the communication pattern of the

application our adaptive shortcuts completely close this latency gap at 4B, with

an average 1% latency reduction and 62% power savings over the 16B baseline.

Hotspot traces benefit the most from our adaptive shortcuts since they can cus-

tomize the network to accelerate the traffic directed to and from the hotspots.

The static shortcuts cannot adapt to the unbalanced traffic directed to and from

the hotspots, with many RF-I links left underutilized. The power of this adap-

tation allows our adaptive configuration at a 4B mesh to even outperform a 16B

baseline by as much as 13% for these hotspot traces.

Figures 5.29 and 5.30 demonstrate the impact of mesh bandwidth reduction

on our real application benchmarks. On average we save 67.6% power including

the overhead incurred for RF-I for our adaptive architecture on a 4B mesh; while
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Figure 5.30: Interconnect Power Impact of Mesh Bandwidth Reduction on our
Benchmarks (normalized to Baseline - 16B)

maintaining network latency on average that is comparable to the baseline at a

16B mesh (within 0.1% additional network latency per packet).

5.4.1.6 Power Savings from Reduced Topology: Pipeline Ring

We further consider reducing the topology of our baseline architecture from a

mesh to a ring, effectively removing 160 inter-router links completely from the

topology. The logical representation of the ring we consider is shown in Fig-

ure 5.31. Like the mesh, our ring NoC has 100 routers, each connected to a local

component, either core (shown as white routers), cache-bank (shown as shaded

routers), or memory-interface (the black routers at the corners). Every router in

the baseline ring is much simpler, however, as packets can only be routed east

or west to neighboring routers. Thus, baseline routers have 3 ports (local, east,

west) instead of 5. When adding RF-I to a ring, we will again restrict routers to

be at most one source and one destination of a network shortcut. Effectively this

restricts RF-I routers to have at most 4 ports.

For simplicity, the ring is logically laid-out with the same router-assignment
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Figure 5.31: Baseline 64-Core Ring Topology

used for our baseline mesh (as shown in Figure 5.6). Note that although a long

link is shown in Figure 5.31 connecting the bottom-left memory-interface to the

top-left memory-interface, this does not necessarily mean that the design requires

a long wire-connection. Rather, the topology could be physically laid out in an

actual ring shape (not shown here), where the top-left and bottom-left routers

would be physically adjacent. A monolithic 100-element ring would not be a

realistic architecture on its own, but we will demonstrate that it becomes feasible

when RF-I shortcuts are utilized to accelerate critical communication.

Figure 5.32 and Figure 5.33 show the network-latency and performance (re-

spectively) of our applications (first 5 bars) and probabilistic traces on a baseline

ring with 16B inter-router links. These results are normalized to the correspond-

ing results on the 16B baseline mesh configuration. Note that in this case, appli-

cations were only executed for 5 million cycles, for quick evaluation (as simula-

tions on the ring topology tend to be much slower). Overall, executions on the

ring tend to exhibit 2.8x latency compared to the mesh architecture, due to the
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Figure 5.32: Network-Latency of 16B Baseline Ring (Normalized to 16B Baseline
Mesh)
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Figure 5.33: Power-Consumption of 16B Baseline Ring (Normalized to 16B Base-
line Mesh)
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Figure 5.34: Network-Latency of Ring Bandwidth Reduction On Probabilistic
Traces (Normalized to 16B Baseline Ring)
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Figure 5.35: Power-Consumption of Ring Bandwidth Reduction On Probabilistic
Traces (Normalized to 16B Baseline Ring)

limited routing options and reduced bisection bandwidth. However, the router

tends to consume roughly 50% of the power of the baseline mesh, making it an

attractive topology for low-power systems.

In Figure 5.34 we show the network latency of using static and adaptive short-

cuts overlaid atop rings with of 16B (default), 8B, and 4B inter-router links, nor-

malized to the network latency experienced on a 16B baseline ring. Figure 5.35

shows the corresponding power-consumption for each of these configurations, nor-

malized to that of the 16B baseline ring. Similar to the results presented in
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Section 5.4.1.5, RF-I shortcuts (particularly adaptive shortcuts) are able to re-

coup some of the performance lost to reducing the bandwidth of the underlying

topology. The baseline 8B ring tends to consume 45% less power than the 16B

ring, and the 4B ring consumes an average 66% less power. Due to its limited

bisection bandwidth, ring performance is especially sensitive to bandwidth reduc-

tions below 8%, which trigger severe congestion, especially in the hotbiDF trace,

which takes 13.7x as long to execute on a 4B ring as on a 16B ring. (Note that

in Figure 5.34 this bar is truncated at the 1.4x line.) On average, the 4B ring

exhibits latency 3x as long as the baseline 16B ring. However, RF-I is able to

overcome some of these losses. On a 16B mesh, static RF-I shortcuts (selected

with the Maximum Edge-Cost heuristic) save an average 55% network latency,

and adaptive RF-I shortcuts save an average 64% latency, while consuming 27%

and 42% more power respectively. On a 4B mesh, static RF-I shortcuts bring the

network latency down from an average 300% degradation over the 16B ring to

39% performance improvement over the 16B ring, with a simultaneous 45% power

savings . Adaptive shortcuts on a 4B mesh provide a performance improvement

of 49% over the 16B ring, at a 42% power savings.

In Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37 we show the network latency and power (re-

spectively) experienced by our application benchmarks on 16B, 8B, and 4B ring

topologies, using static and adaptive shortcuts. These results are normalized to

those of each application on the 16B ring, represented by the line at 1.0. On a

16B ring, static (adaptive) shortcuts provide an average 54% (60%) latency im-

provement, at a cost of 13% (31%) power overhead. As the ring is reduced from

16B to 4B, one application (x264) is unable to recoup its performance, experi-

encing latency 74% higher than baseline even with adaptive shortcuts. However,

this overhead corresponds to a 56% power savings compared to the baseline ring.

On average, on a 4B ring network, these applications see a 20% reduction in
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Figure 5.36: Network-Latency of Ring Bandwidth Reduction On Our Bench-
marks (Normalized to 16B Baseline Ring)
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Figure 5.37: Power-Consumption of Ring Bandwidth Reduction On Our Bench-
marks (Normalized to 16B Baseline Ring)
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latency with static shortcuts, corresponding to a 62% power reduction compared

to baseline 16B ring. Using adaptive shortcuts provides an average 23% latency

reduction on a 4B mesh, corresponding to a 58% power savings.

Combining these results and normalizing to a baseline 16B mesh, we see that

a 16B ring configured with adaptive shortcuts only suffers an average 3% increase

in latency compared to 16B baseline mesh, and still experiences a dramatic 13%

reduction in power. Adaptive RF-I links on an 8B ring lead to an overall power

reduction of 55% compared to the baseline mesh on our probabilistic traces, and

66% on our applications. On the 4B ring these links reduce power by 68% on our

probabilistic traces, and 80% on our applications. However, the ring architectures

have a higher latency than the mesh due to the limited bandwidth of the ring

topology. On an 8B (4B) ring with adaptive shortcuts, latency is 11% (47%)

higher than on the baseline mesh for our probabilistic traces, and 21% (141%

!) higher than on the baseline mesh for our applications, which tend to suffer

unreasonable congestion on this topology. Although the simplicity of the ring

topology offers the potential for incredible power savings, it cannot offer the

bandwidth potential of the mesh topology, and is not a suitable topology to meet

the communication needs of future parallel applications.

5.4.1.7 Communication Frequency vs Communication Bandwidth As

Metrics to Guide Shortcut Selection

In Section 5.2.3.2, we discussed two potential methods to weigh application-

specific shortcuts selection. So far in this work we have used communication-

frequency, or the simple count of messages sent from every router to every other

router, as a means of profiling the communication demand of an application.

The alternative discussed in Section 5.2.3.2 is to use communication-bandwidth,
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Figure 5.38: Latency Impact of Using Frequency- and Bandwidth-Derived Adap-
tive Shortcuts (normalized to Baseline - 16B)

or the actual number of bits sent from every router to every other router. Al-

though communication-bandwidth carries more specific information, based on the

number and type of each message sent on the network, this metric takes more

sophisticated adder circuitry to track (as opposed to communication frequency,

which can be implemented with a simple counter). In this section we defend our

choice of communication-frequency as the application-specific shortcut-selection

metric employed throughout this chapter.

Figure 5.38 displays the network latency experienced by our probabilistic

traces, using adaptive shortcuts of both types (frequency- and bandwidth-derived)

on a 16B, 8B, and 4B mesh. These results are normalized to the network latency

experienced on our 16B baseline mesh. Frequency-derived adaptive shortcuts

are labeled ”Adaptive-F” and bandwidth-derived adaptive shortcuts are labeled

”Adaptive-BW.” All results represent adaptive RF-I shortcuts overlaid upon a

16B mesh unless otherwise indicated (e.g. ”Adaptive-F - 8B” represents sixteen

16B adaptive frequency-derived RF-I shortcuts overlaid on a mesh with 8B inter-

router links). As Figure 5.38 indicates, there is nearly no difference between using
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Figure 5.39: Power Impact of Using Frequency- and Bandwidth-Derived Adaptive
Shortcuts (normalized to Baseline - 16B)

communication frequency and communication bandwidth to derive application-

specific links. Sometimes frequency-derived shortcuts experience lower-latency,

achieving an overall win (as in the biDF trace, where frequency-derived shortcuts

tend to perform about 2% better than bandwidth-derived shortcuts on every mesh

configuration). Occasionally communication-bandwidth offers an advantage, such

as on the hotbiDF trace, where 1% performance advantage is gained by track-

ing how many bits are sent along the bidirectional-flow route versus to/from the

hot-quadrant. On average, communication-frequency realizes slightly better per-

formance, providing 1% advantage over communication-bandwidth on all mesh

sizes. This is fortunate, given that communication-frequency is easy to track with

simple event-counters at each router.

In Figure 5.39, we demonstrate the corresponding power-consumption of each

configuration in Figure 5.38, again normalized to the power-consumption on our

baseline 16B mesh (represented by the line at 1.0). As indicated in this graph,

there is no clear power advantage to using frequency-derived adaptive shortcuts

rather than those derived by bandwidth-demand. On each probabilistic trace
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Figure 5.40: Network Latency Impact of Adaptation on our Probabilistic Traces
Using Graph-Permutation Selection (normalized to Baseline - 16B)
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Figure 5.41: Interconnect Power Impact of Adaptation on our Probabilistic Traces
Using Graph-Permutation Selection (normalized to Baseline - 16B)

and each configuration, they consume power within 1% of each other (relative to

baseline).

5.4.1.8 Graph-Permutation vs Maximum Edge-Cost Shortcut Selec-

tion Heuristics

In this section we repeat the study of Section 5.4.1.5, again employing static and

adaptive RF-I shortcuts overlaid upon a reduced-bandwidth mesh. The difference
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here is that we have employed the more complex Graph-Permutation shortcut-

selection heuristic given in Figure 5.10, and have used this for both static and

adaptive shortcut selection.

Adaptive shortcuts selected with this approach incorporate information about

each application’s communication demands using the same optimization function

as in the Maximum Edge-Cost case (
∑

all(x,y)

Fx,y · Wx,y). However, in the case of

adaptive shortcuts selected with the Graph-Permutation approach, we do not

employ region-based shortcuts. When using the Maximum Edge-Cost heuristic,

region-based shortcuts are beneficial because they allow us to add more short-

cuts near a hotly-communicating router which has been eliminated from further

consideration because it is already a source or destination of a shortcut. In

the Graph-Permutation heuristic, we account for these possibilities by trying

each possible remaining router-pair, and thus do not miss opportunities to place

beneficial shortcuts near communication hotspots. Thus, region-based shortcut

placement is unnecessary when using Graph-Permutation to select shortcuts.

Figures 5.40 and 5.41 show the latency and power impact (respectively) of

using sixteen 16B RF-I shortcuts (both static and adaptive) on a 16B, 8B, and

4B mesh on our probabilistic traces. All results are normalized to the per-packet

latency (in Figure 5.40) and power consumption (in Figure 5.41) of each trace

executed upon a 16B baseline mesh with no RF-I (represented by the line at 1.0

in both figures).

Examining only the 16B mesh results, we see that static shortcuts selected

with the Graph-Permutation heuristic provide an average 20.6% latency advan-

tage over baseline, only 1.1% average improvement over the 19.5% improvement

provided by static shortcuts selected with the Maximum Edge-Cost heuristic.

On a 16B mesh, adaptive RF-I shortcuts selected with the Graph-Permutation
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heuristic provide an average 33% performance advantage over baseline, again

barely outperforming the 32% advantage provided by the adaptive shortcuts se-

lected with the Maximum Edge-Cost heuristic. Similarly, on a 16B underlying

mesh, the static Graph-Permutation shortcuts have a power overhead of 13.6%

over baseline (slightly costlier than the 10.8% power overhead of static shortcuts

selected using Maximum Edge-Cost). Adaptive Graph-Permutation shortcuts

have a power overhead of 24.0%, identical to the 24.0% power overhead of Max-

imum Edge-Cost adaptive shortcuts.

On an 8B mesh, static and dynamic shortcuts selected with Graph-Permutation

continue to provide a latency advantage within 1% (over baseline) of those se-

lected with the less-complex Maximum Edge-Cost technique, with slightly higher

power consumption (60.5% of baseline power consumed by static shortcuts and

65.5% for adaptive shortcuts, versus 58.4% and 65.4% respectively for Maximum

Edge-Cost shortcuts). On a 4B mesh, Graph-Permutation shortcuts perform

an average 1.5% (static) or 1.2% (adaptive) better than Maximum Edge-Cost

shortcuts, corresponding to 2.2% more power-consumption for static Graph-

Permutation shortcuts and identical power-consumption for adaptive Graph-

Permutation shortcuts.

Figures 5.42 and 5.43 show the latency and power impact (respectively) of us-

ing shortcuts selected with the Graph-Permutation heuristic on our application

benchmarks, again normalized to a baseline 16B mesh represented by the line at

1.0. On application traces, the performance difference between shortcut-selection

approaches becomes slightly more pronounced, with Graph-Permutation short-

cuts performing on average 4% (static) or 5% (dynamic) better on average than

Maximum Edge-Cost shortcuts, across every configuration. Graph-Permutation

shortcuts consume slightly more power, within 1% overhead over Maximum Edge-
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Figure 5.42: Network Latency Impact of Adaptation on our Benchmarks Using
Graph-Permutation Selection (normalized to Baseline - 16B)
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Figure 5.43: Interconnect Power Impact of Adaptation on our Benchmarks Using
Graph-Permutation Selection (normalized to Baseline - 16B)
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Cost shortcuts across all configurations.

Overall, shortcuts selected with the Graph-Permutation heuristic tend to

perform comparably to those selected with the Maximum Edge-Cost heuristic.

The Graph-Permutation shortcuts perform 1% better than Maximum Edge-Cost

shortcuts on our probabilistic traces, and almost 5% better on our applications.

However, Graph-Permutation shortcuts tend to consume slightly more power.

Close inspection of the overall breakdown of network power-consumption reveals

that this overall tradeoff is due to slightly higher RF-I utilization in the Graph-

Permutation case, leading to a higher dynamic-modulation power on the RF-I

transmitter and receiver components.

In general, the performance advantage of Graph-Permutation over Maximum-

Edge cost shortcut-selection is quite small, given its high complexity. On a 2.8

GHz Intel Xeon, even with an implementation that filters shortcuts between ad-

jacent routers from consideration, the execution of the Graph-Permutation takes

up to 36 hours (if all routers are considered as shortcut-placement candidates, and

proportionally less time if fewer are RF-enabled). The execution of the Maximum-

Edge cost heuristic takes up to 20 seconds when all routers are shortcut candidates

(and proportionally less if fewer are RF-enabled), meaning this shortcut-selection

heuristic runs over four orders-of-magnitude faster. The execution-time require-

ments of Graph-Permutation shortcut-selection make it unsuitable for runtime

adaptation of shortcuts: even if these shortcuts were selected offline on a per-

application basis, they would not be available for use until over a day later, at a

very small comparative performance advantage! However, Graph-Permutation is

a suitable selection heuristic for static shortcuts, which are chosen once at chip

design-time.
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Figure 5.44: Network Latency Impact of Fine-Grain Adaptation on our Proba-
bilistic Traces (normalized to Baseline - 16B)
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Figure 5.45: Network Latency Impact of Fine-Grain Adaptation on our Bench-
marks (normalized to Baseline - 16B)

5.4.1.9 Finer-Grain Shortcut Selection

In this section we explore the possibility of adapting shortcuts at an even finer

granularity than we have discussed thus far. Rather than configuring short-

cuts once before an application begins execution, we assume that we are able

to configure the shortcuts multiple times during application execution. As in

the congestion-avoidance algorithm discussed in Chapter 4, we select a period

of 125,000 network cycles. (Note: in Chapter 4, we chose to reconfigure RF-I

utilization every 250,000 system cycles, which is equal to 125,000 network cycles
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when the system runs at 4 GHz and the network runs at 2 GHz as in our design.)

In order to explore the potential of fine-grain adaptation, we evaluate it under

idealistic assumptions, in order to determine an upper-bound on its performance

potential. These ideal assumptions are as follows:

1. Shortcut Selection - Shortcut selection for each period of application

execution has been performed offline, with oracle knowledge of the com-

munication patterns of each period. We accomplish this by profiling the

inter-router communication of each application and trace, and reporting

this for each period (125,000 network cycles) of execution. We apply our

region-based application-specific shortcut selection algorithm to the pro-

file of each period of execution, creating a set of shortcuts for each pe-

riod. These shortcuts are ready to go during application execution, and are

loaded/tuned within a single clock-cycle of execution.

2. Routing Table Updates - Shortest-path routes are computed for each

period of execution offline (at the time of shortcut selection), and are loaded

instantaneously (within a single clock-cycle of execution).

3. Re-routing Packets Already Using Shortcuts - One of the risks of re-

configuring shortcuts at runtime is that some packets may already be using

a set of shortcuts that are about to disappear once the RF-I is reconfigured

to provide a new set. Some overhead is required to stop these packets from

using the old RF-I shortcuts. However, any packet entering the network

after reconfiguration may use the RF-I. We already have a mechanism in

place that provides this behavior: the progressive deadlock-detection and

recovery mechanism discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3. Thus, before

each reconfiguration, we raise a false deadlock condition, forcing all packets
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in-flight at that time to switch to dimension-ordered routing, clearing the

RF-I shortcuts so that they can be modified.

(Under less ideal implementation, more drastic measures may be taken,

such as flushing the network completely before reconfiguration and then

re-playing all in-flight packets after the reconfiguration finishes.)

4. Power Cost of Reconfiguration - No power cost is incurred by shortcut

reconfiguration during application execution. Thus shortcut selection, re-

routing, routing table updates, and the tuning of the RF-I transmitters

and receivers are effectively free. The total power-consumption under such

idealistic assumptions should be comparable to that of application-specific

(per-application) adaptive runs.

Although these assumptions are ideal, we note that the periodic deadlock re-

covery (which allows us to clear the RF-I before reconfiguration) has the potential

to penalize fine-grain adaptivity due to lost opportunity of shortcut utilization.

Thus, we have the burden of demonstrating that shortcut-utilization (i.e. total

number of flits sent over RF-interconnect) is not significantly reduced by fine-

grain adaptation compared to per-application adaptation.

Figure 5.44 shows the average network-latency of packet transmission for

coarse-grain application-specific shortcut-selection (labeled Adaptive, as in prior

figures) as well as fine-grain adaptation (labeled FineGrn). Unless otherwise

labeled, these RF-I shortcuts are overlaid on top of a 16B mesh. We compare

fine-grain versus coarse-grain shortcut-selection on top of 16B, 8B, and 4B mesh,

comparing the benefit of each approach over the spectrum of mesh bandwidth

considered in Section 5.4.1.5, for each of our probabilistic traces. Each bar in this

figure is normalized to the network-latency experienced by each run on a baseline
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16B mesh with no RF-I (represented by the horizontal line at 1.0). Figure 5.45

compares the average network-latency of packet transmission for coarse-grain ver-

sus fine-grain adaptation for each of our application benchmarks, also normalized

to the average per-packet network latency experienced by each application on a

baseline 16B mesh. Note that these application results, including the baseline

and coarse-grain adaptive results, were executed for 50M network cycles. How-

ever, as we verify by examining the time-varying behavior of the applications

in Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 above, this is a large enough period of execution to

capture varying communication demands of each application. Furthermore, we

have verified that the shortcuts selected vary greatly from period to period on

each application, reflecting that the communication hotspots themselves tend to

change over the course of execution.

As these results indicate, even in the most ideal circumstances, fine-grain re-

configuration provides up to a 3.9% network-latency advantage with respect to

baseline latency (for the application bodytrack, on a 4B mesh network). Network-

latency degradation is occasionally experienced (such as for the probabilistic trace

2Hotspot on a 16B mesh network), but is always within 0.5%, and thus statis-

tically insignificant. (This result is not due to reduced RF-I utilization in the

fine-grain case, but rather the overall application shortcuts being slightly more

effective than the periodic shortcuts for this probabilistic trace, as indicated in

Figure 5.48.) On our benchmark applications, fine-grain adaptive shortcuts tend

to exhibit an average 2% latency improvement over coarse-grain adaptive short-

cuts, on each of 16B, 8B, and 4B mesh configurations. On our probabilistic

traces, fine-grain shortcuts provide a 0.1% average benefit. Although real appli-

cations tend to see slight network-latency benefit from fine-grain reconfiguration,

the advantages are small, even ignoring the overheads of route-computation and

network reconfiguration.
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Figure 5.46: Network Power Impact of Fine-Grain Adaptation on our Probabilis-
tic Traces

Finally, we note that it is unlikely that any real system would reconfigure the

network periodically (i.e. every time some number of cycles has passed). Rather,

it is best to detect that communication patterns have fundamentally changed,

either by examining variance in traffic statistics over time (as we perform in

Chapter 4, Section 4.2.4.3 to unlock K in our Fully Adaptive strategy) or by pre-

determining application phases, or periods of execution during which an appli-

cation’s behavior fundamentally changes. Phase-detection was first performed as

an analysis technique for single-threaded sequential applications in Sherwood et

al [SPC01] and later expanded to analyze the run-time behavior of shared-memory

multi-threaded applications in Perelman et al [PPB06]. However, even though

we reconfigure our network eagerly, our combination of oracle communication

information and ideal reconfiguration overhead overcomes the penalty incurred

by over-frequent adaptation. Thus, we see no reason to believe that fine-grain

adaptation would perform better if more sophisticated program/traffic-analysis

techniques were applied to determine ideal network reconfiguration periods.

Figure 5.46 shows the relative total power consumed over the course of exe-

cution by coarse-grain versus fine-grain shortcut adaptation on our probabilistic

traces. Figure 5.47 demonstrates the power consumption of course-grain versus
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Figure 5.47: Network Power Impact of Fine-Grain Adaptation on our Benchmarks

fine-grain adaptation on our application benchmarks. Once again, we compare

fine-grain versus coarse-grain shortcut-selection on top of 16B, 8B, and 4B mesh,

with each labeled bar corresponding exactly to the configurations of Figures 5.44

and 5.45 above. Each reported value is normalized to the total power consumed

by that particular application or trace on a 16B baseline mesh with no RF-I

(represented by the line at 1.0). The power consumed by the coarse-grain (Adap-

tive) and fine-grain (FineGrn) configurations is nearly identical, as these power

numbers are within 1% of baseline power to each other on probabilistic traces,

and within 5.5% of each other on our benchmark applications. (On these bench-

marks, the power consumed by fine-grain adaptivity tends to be slightly higher

than that consumed by coarse-grain adaptivity.)

Figure 5.48 shows the total flits sent over RF-I shortcut links for fine-grain

adaptive executions on our probabilistic traces. These are performed on 16B, 8B,

and 4B mesh networks. Each bar is normalized to the number of flits sent over

RF-I shortcut links on the corresponding coarse-grain adaptive run. Therefore,

a bar at exactly 1.0 would indicate that the same number of flits were sent on

RF-I shortcuts on fine-grain as on coarse-grain execution. Figure 5.49 shows

this same data collected over the execution of our application benchmarks. As
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evidenced by this data, fine-grain adaptive executions never send more than 3%

fewer flits over RF-I than their coarse-grain counterparts, and send up to 18%

additional flits. Therefore, no significant RF-I utilization opportunity is being

lost as a result of the fine-grain adaptation mechanism, which stops the usage

of RF-I during each network reconfiguration. However, network performance is

not directly correlated to relative RF-I utilization. Even though the streamcluster

benchmark is the only application that uses RF-I less for fine-grain shortcuts than

for coarse-grain shortcuts (0.9% less in each case), it has a 2.5% network latency

advantage on a 4B mesh network, and a 2.7% latency advantage on both 8B and

16B networks. This outshines the performance advantage of fine-grain adaptation

for the application jbb (which never exceeds more than 0.2% of baseline latency

on any mesh-bandwidth configuration), even though jbb sends 1.2% more traffic

on RF-I in the fine-grain case versus the coarse-grain case. Furthermore, the

probabilistic trace 2Hotspot is one of two traces (biDF is the other) that sends

more traffic on RF-I in the fine-grain case than in the coarse-grain case. Even so,

2Hotspot sees a latency degradation of 0.5% on 16B and 8B mesh, and 0.3% on

4B mesh.

These latency and power results are highly optimistic, as true fine-grain adap-

tivity would likely consume even more power and suffer additional reconfiguration

overhead at runtime (especially if the network is completely flushed of traffic dur-

ing reconfiguration). However, even in their most ideal form, fine-grain recon-

figurable shortcuts offer no statistically significant advantage over coarse-grain

shortcuts which are established for the duration of an application’s execution.
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Design Router Area Link Area RF-I Area Total
Mesh Baseline (16B) 30.21 0.08 0 30.29
Mesh Baseline (8B) 9.34 0.04 0 9.38
Mesh Baseline (4B) 3.23 0.02 0 3.25
Mesh (16B) Arch-Specific 32.06 0.08 0.51 32.65
Mesh (16B) + 25 RF-I APs 33.10 0.08 0.79 33.97
Mesh (16B) + 50 RF-I APs 35.99 0.08 1.59 37.66
Mesh (16B) + 100 RF-I APs 41.78 0.08 3.17 45.03
Mesh (8B) Arch-Specific 9.86 0.04 0.51 10.41
Mesh (8B) + 25 RF-I APs 10.16 0.04 0.79 10.99
Mesh (8B) + 50 RF-I APs 10.97 0.04 1.59 12.60
Mesh (8B) + 100 RF-I APs 12.60 0.04 3.17 15.81
Mesh (4B) Arch-Specific 3.39 0.02 0.51 3.92
Mesh (4B) + 25 RF-I APs 3.48 0.02 0.79 4.29
Mesh (4B) + 50 RF-I APs 3.73 0.02 1.59 5.34
Mesh (4B) + 100 RF-I APs 4.22 0.02 3.17 7.41
Ring Baseline (16B) 12.60 0.06 0 12.66
Ring Baseline (8B) 4.22 0.03 0 4.25
Ring Baseline (4B) 1.59 0.01 0 1.60
Ring (16B) Arch-Specific 13.86 0.06 0.51 14.43
Ring (16B) + 25 RF-I APs 14.57 0.06 0.79 15.42
Ring (16B) + 50 RF-I APs 16.54 0.06 1.59 18.19
Ring (16B) + 100 RF-I APs 20.48 0.06 3.17 23.71
Ring (8B) Arch-Specific 4.60 0.03 0.51 5.14
Ring (8B) + 25 RF-I APs 4.81 0.03 0.79 5.63
Ring (8B) + 50 RF-I APs 5.39 0.03 1.59 7.01
Ring (8B) + 100 RF-I APs 6.55 0.03 3.17 9.75
Ring (4B) Arch-Specific 1.72 0.01 0.51 2.24
Ring (4B) + 25 RF-I APs 1.78 0.01 0.79 2.58
Ring (4B) + 50 RF-I APs 1.97 0.01 1.59 3.57
Ring (4B) + 100 RF-I APs 2.36 0.01 3.17 5.54

Table 5.6: Area of Network Designs (in mm2)
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5.4.1.10 Silicon Area Consumed By Networks

In Table 5.6, we show the total network-on-chip area of the designs discussed thus

far in this chapter, broken down into router area, link area, and RF-I area on

the active (silicon) layer. As access points are added to the network, router area

increases due to a need for more 6-port mesh routers (or 4-port ring routers),

and RF-I area increases due to the placement of additional RF-transmitters and

receivers in the network. Wire area is comprised of the signal repeaters which

are placed on the active layer, and is halved each time the link bandwidth of a

particular topology is halved. In addition to the power and performance gains

of using RF-I on a reduced-bandwidth topology, we see that RF-I also enables a

reduction in the silicon area cost of the interconnection network.

First, it should be noted that making every router in the network RF-enabled

comes with a striking silicon area overhead. On a 16B mesh, this is a 48.7%

network area overhead due to extra RF-I routers and transmitter and receiver

components. Compared to an 8B baseline mesh with no RF-I, enabling every

router on an 8B mesh to use RF-I consumes 68.5% more network area. Finally,

compared to a 4B mesh with no RF-I, the 4B mesh with each router RF-I enabled

consumes 128% area overhead. This area overhead relative to the respective

increases as the mesh bandwidth decreases because these RF-I shortcuts are

always 16B wide in each direction, regardless of underlying mesh bandwidth.

Therefore, the RF-I bandwidth (and the area requirements to support it) seem

larger relative to baseline as the mesh bandwidth decreases.

By using 50 RF-enabled routers in this study, we decrease the overhead (com-

pared to respective baseline) on a 16B mesh to 24.3%, on an 8B mesh to 34.3%,

and on a 4B mesh to 64.3%. These requirements are roughly half the area-

consumption of the corresponding 100 RF-enabled router cases, yet the perfor-
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mance of both cases is equivalent (as demonstrated in Section 5.4.1.2).

Using 50-access points on a 4B mesh enables an area reduction of 82.3%

compared to the baseline 16B mesh. Using a similar 50-access point and 4B ring

configuration enables an area reduction of 71.8% compared to the baseline 16B

ring, and 88.2% reduction compared to the baseline 16B mesh.

5.4.1.11 Evaluating the Benefit of RF-I on Smaller Near-Term Topolo-

gies

Thus far in this dissertation, we have studied the impact of RF-I on a forward-

thinking 64-core design. Specifically, in this chapter, we have examined design-

time (static) techniques to automatically select architecture-specific RF-I short-

cuts for a particular topology, and settled upon a fast Maximum Edge-Cost

heuristic (detailed in Figure 5.11) to choose a set of shortcuts to add to a mesh

topology. Throughout the study, we have added sixteen unidirectional 16B RF-I

shortcuts to a many-core topology, providing a performance advantage by reduc-

ing the number of hops traversed by packets in the network.

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of adding this same amount of

RF-I (sixteen 16B shortcuts) to fewer-core CMP designs. Designs of this scale will

be realized in the near-term. For instance, 8-core architectures such as the Sun

Niagara 2 [NHW07] are already being used in high-performance server machines.

Although the Sun Niagara 2 uses a single crossbar interconnect between its cores

and cache-banks, a simple network-on-chip could be employed for a design of this

complexity. As the number of cores in a CMP grows beyond ten, NoCs are likelier

to be employed, due to the scalability problems exhibited by shared interconnects

as demonstrated in the work of Kumar et al [KZT05].

In this section, we consider 8-, 16-, and 32-core CMP designs, each of which
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Figure 5.50: An 8-Core Baseline Topology

use a mesh NoC topology to connect on-chip components. We compare the

performance potential of RF-I on each of these designs to the performance of

RF-I on a 64-core CMP (as evaluated in prior sections). Our smallest-scale

design is shown in Figure 5.50, and has 8 cores, 8 L2-cache banks, and 4 memory

interfaces connected by a 4x5 mesh. Figure 5.51 shows our 16-core CMP, which

has 16 L2-cache banks and 4 memory interfaces all placed upon a 5x6 mesh NoC.

Finally, our 32-core CMP is shown in Figure 5.52, with 32 L2-cache banks and

6 main memory interfaces connected by a 7x10 mesh NoC. The 64-core CMP

architecture we consider is the same shown in Figure 5.6 and used throughout

this chapter. In each of these figures, cores are represented by encircled Cs, cache-

banks by diamond-enclosed dollar-signs, and memory interfaces by crosses. Each

of these components is connected to a router, represented by a square-enclosed R.

Also, in each of these designs, we place memory-interfaces at the corners of the

chip (close to the I/O pads), and cluster cache-banks near the memory-interfaces

for short-distance communication. The exception to this is the 32-core CMP

topology, which places two additional memory-interfaces at the top-center and

bottom-center of the chip, surrounded by cores. This choice is made primarily to

ensure a near-square rectangular mesh topology for this design.

To evaluate the application performance potential of RF-I on 8-, 16-, 32-
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Figure 5.51: A 16-Core Baseline Topology
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Figure 5.52: A 32-Core Baseline Topology
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, and 64-core CMPs, we turn again to full application simulation on MC-Sim.

As in Chapter 4, we employ a set of Splash-2 benchmarks. As we wish to run

each application to completion on a number of configurations, we choose to use

only the fastest-executing Splash-2 applications: fft, radix, water-nsquared, and

water-spatial. Each of these require simulation time on the order of a day to

execute to completion, whereas the other three Splash-2 benchmarks (barnes, lu,

and ocean) require 2-3 days of simulation time.

To justify our use of the four faster-executing Splash-2 benchmarks (hence

referred to as the 4-fast applications), we briefly demonstrate that their commu-

nication patterns, bandwidth sensitivity, latency sensitivity, and network-message

injection rate are representative of all 7 Splash-2 benchmarks as a whole.

Figure 5.53 shows a histogram of how much traffic (i.e. how many network

messages) travel a certain Manhattan distance (on the x-axis) from their source to

their destination. These measurements are taken on our baseline 64-core 10x10

mesh. As the figure demonstrates, both fft (in b) and water-nsquared (in f)

have very similar traffic-by-distance profiles to barnes (in a) and lu (in c). These

patterns are marked by a large number of local communications (within 3-5 hops)

and another smaller peak in communications 9 or 10 hops away. The benchmarks

radix (in e) and water-spatial (in g) each have traffic profiles similar to that of

ocean (in e) which tend to be dominated by local communication, and whose

histograms trail-off after 7-hops of inter-router distance.

We examine the bandwidth demand of each Splash-2 application in Fig-

ure 5.54. In this Figure, we show the average network-latency per network packet

on our baseline 64-core mesh, while varying the inter-router communication link

size. We show the network-latency experienced by packets on 4B, 8B, and 32B

inter-router links, normalized to the network-latency experienced on 16B links
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Figure 5.53: Traffic Locality On Baseline 64-Core Mesh, for (a) barnes, (b) fft,
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Figure 5.54: Bandwidth Sensitivity of 4-fast Benchmarks vs all Splash-2 Bench-
marks (normalized to network-latency on 16B 64-core baseline)

(represented by the line at 1.0). As more inter-router bandwidth is offered on

the baseline mesh, network latency drops, showing diminishing returns beyond

16B links (as the 32B links tend to perform almost as well as 16B links for all

benchmarks except radix, a particularly bandwidth-hungry application whose

per-packet latency degrades by over 3x on a 4B mesh). The columns ”avg-4fast”

and ”avg-overall” show the network-latency characteristics on each mesh band-

width configuration averaged over the 4-fast application, and averaged over all

seven Splash-2 applications respectively. The avg-4fast and avg-overall columns

are nearly identical, demonstrating that the bandwidth demand of the 4-fast

workloads is representative of the seven applications as a whole.

We also examine the latency-sensitivity of each Splash-2 application in Fig-

ure 5.55. In this figure, we show the ratio of performance improvement to

network-latency improvement experienced by each application on a 64-core base-

line architecture. For example, for the application fft, for each 1% of network-

latency improvement experienced, roughly 0.7% of actual application perfor-

mance improvement (in reduced cycles to completion) is experienced. (These
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Figure 5.55: Network Latency Sensitivity of 4-fast Benchmarks vs all Splash-2
Benchmarks (overall performance improvement per network latency improve-
ment)

results were taken by comparing the ratios of network-latency to application-

performance advantage using the 16B MORFIC shortcuts from Chapter 4 on our

new 64-core baseline in Figure 5.6). Again, the columns avg-4fast and avg-overall

show the performance gain per network-latency improvement of the 4-fast bench-

marks versus all seven Splash-2 benchmarks. These columns are nearly identical,

indicating that in general our applications tend to experience a little more than

1% performance improvement for each 2% reduction in network latency.

Finally, we demonstrate that our 4-fast workloads tend to have a message-

injection rate representative of the seven Splash-2 benchmarks. Figure 5.56 shows

the number of network messages injected by each of our Splash-2 applications

per system cycle. (Note that the 2 GHz network operates at half the system

clock speed of 4 GHz.) Although applications like lu tend to communicate very

infrequently (only submitting one network message every five system cycles, on

average), on the whole the Splash-2 workloads tend to inject messages every four

out of five clock cycles. This trend holds across the 4-fast workloads as it does
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Figure 5.56: Message Injection Rate of 4-fast Benchmarks vs all Splash-2 Bench-
marks (in average network messages injected per system cycle)

for all seven applications as a whole.

In Figure 5.57, we demonstrate the performance-improvement experienced by

adding sixteen 16B RF-I shortcuts to our 8, 16, 32, and 64-core designs. Each

bar in this diagram represents the execution time (in cycles) of each of the 4-fast

applications on an RF-I overlaid mesh, normalized to their execution time on the

respective baseline mesh with no RF-I. Overall, the applications only experience

a 2% performance improvement on an 8-core CMP design, and a 4% performance

improvement on a 16-core CMP. However, on a 32-core CMP design, applications

tend to experience an average performance improvement of 9% with RF-I short-

cuts, and on a 64-core CMP, these applications experience over 10% performance

improvement on average. Note that this is less than the 13% performance im-

provement exhibited in Chapter 4. However, the shortcuts selected in Chapter 4

were selected intuitively, to accelerate communication between clusters of cores

and clusters of cache banks. The shortcuts chosen in these experiments were

selected automatically by our Maximum Edge-Cost heuristic, which has no in-

tuition of where cores and cache-banks are placed in the mesh. In other words,
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Figure 5.57: Application Performance Improvement Obtained By Placing Sixteen
Static 16B RF-I Shortcuts (normalized to respective N-core baseline)

the shortcuts we selected in Chapter 4 are chosen with more architecture-specific

knowledge than the ”architecture-specific” shortcuts we discuss in Section 5.2.3.1,

which only employ information about the network topology.

For both water-nsquared and water-spatial, the performance advantage of RF-

I increases as the size of the network increases. For fft and radix, the performance

potential of RF-I seems slightly better on a 32-core mesh than on a 64-core

mesh. However, it is misleading to conclude that RF-I does not perform as

well on networks larger than 32-cores. Note that for these experiments, the

number of threads employed by each application matches the number of cores in

the design. On the Splash-2 benchmarks, the computation/communication ratio

changes as the number of threads increases [WOT95]. Thus, it is difficult to

directly relate the bars in each column of this graph. However, it is sufficient to

demonstrate that with the exception of radix, static RF-I shortcuts are able to

provide a performance improvement on each application on both near-term and

more aggressive many-core CMP designs.
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Figure 5.58: Per-Packet Network Latency Improvement Obtained By Placing
Sixteen Static 16B RF-I Shortcuts (normalized to respective N-core baseline)

Figure 5.58 shows the per-packet network-latency experienced by the 4-fast

applications with sixteen 16B RF-I shortcuts, normalized to their network-latency

on a baseline mesh with no RF-I. Once again, each line is normalized to the

network-latency of the respective baseline, on the 8, 16, 32, and 64-core de-

signs. As this graph demonstrates, significant network-latency gains are achieved

by adding RF-I even to near-term 8-core designs (around 9% average latency

improvement over 8-core baseline). These gains continue across larger designs,

with 16-core designs seeing an average 17% latency improvement, 32-core designs

seeing an average 21% latency improvement, and 64-core designs seeing a more

modest 19% latency improvement. Note that the 64-core improvement is com-

parable to the 20% improvement experienced by using static shortcuts on both

our probabilistic traces and our application traces. Once again, it is not possible

to compare the bars within each application column, as each application exhibits

fundamentally different behavior when using a different number of threads.
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Figure 5.59: Overall Results Comparison

5.4.2 Unified Analysis

Figure 5.59 summarizes the major NoC designs explored in this chapter, demon-

strating the most effective choices from a power and performance perspective.

Results are averaged over the execution of our probabilistic traces. Each line

in the graph represents a network architecture whose power and performance

are normalized to that of the reference architecture: the baseline mesh topology

with 16B inter-router links, and with no RF-interconnect. For a given line, the

tallest (highest-power) point represents that architecture with 16B inter-router

links, the next-tallest point represents a design with 8B links, and the shortest

(lowest-power) point represents a design with 4B links.

The relative heights of each line in the figure are relatively close, indicating

that for a topology with 4B inter-router links, all design choices exhibit similar

power consumption. In this figure we include a comparison between ”Mesh Static

Shortcuts” (the static RF-I configuration) and ”Mesh Wire Shortcuts” (the same

static shortcuts, implemented in conventional, buffered wire). RF-I enables faster,

single-cycle shortcuts, whereas conventional wire requires multiple clock cycles to
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transmit long distances on chip [HMH01]. Furthermore, RF-I has the advantage

of enabling adaptive shortcut reconfiguration, which can be exploited for even

further gain.

These results demonstrate that the most cost-effective design for such an ar-

chitecture (in terms of power and latency) is a mesh with adaptive RF-I shortcuts,

reconfigured on a per-application basis. With the baseline mesh links reduced to

a width of 4B, adaptive RF-I performs comparably to the baseline mesh, while

saving 65% NoC power and 82% silicon area.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

Although transistors continue to shrink rapidly, from hundreds to tens of nanome-

ters in less than a decade’s time, the wires which connect them have not scaled

at the same pace. Although the number of gates reachable by a wire within a

single clock cycle has not changed, the number of gates we can place on a chip is

continuing to grow exponentially [HMH01]. Therefore, communication between

distant points on a chip is becoming increasingly expensive, both in terms of

delay and power consumed. This challenging cost has driven a metamorphosis

in computer system design over the last decade, as high performance, single-

processor machines have experienced diminishing returns in power-efficiency and

performance. Superscalar processor designs have become increasingly aggressive,

featuring ever-deeper pipelines and higher clock frequencies, until finally their re-

leases have been canceled or redefined due to an unfavorable power/performance

tradeoff [Wol04]. With the introduction of Intel’s Core 2 Duo for desktop com-

puting in 2006 [GMN06], the eight-core 64-threaded Sun Niagara processor the

following year [NHW07], and 80-core research processors already being demon-

strated to the public [HVS07], the multi-core revolution is well underway.

As chip multiprocessors (CMPs) scale to a greater number of cores, their on-

chip interconnect architectures are becoming more advanced. This interconnect

has been projected to be the limiting factor in nanometer design [KB02], as its

characteristics will have a dramatic impact on the performance, area, and power
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of future CMPs. To handle the dramatically increasing bandwidth demand that

naturally results from a greater number of simultaneously executing processors,

the shared bus interconnect has evolved into more aggressive designs. These

include Kumar et al’s hierarchical bus [KZT05], and also the network-on-chip

(NoC) [HJK00][BM02][DT01]. NoCs are both scalable and modular, and al-

low more simultaneous communication to take place than shared-bus technology.

They have already been employed in the many-core designs of Tilera’s TILE64

processor [WGH07] and Intel’s Teraflops processor [HVS07].

Our investigation focuses on a CMP network-on-chip architecture connecting

64 processor cores with 32 banks of on-chip cache memory, comparable in scale to

both the Teraflops and TILE64 chips. We have explored techniques that combine

old and new interconnect technology to reduce on-chip memory-access latency,

and also reduce overall interconnect power consumption while maintaining (and

even enhancing) application performance.

We begin our exploration in Chapter 3 by designing MC-Sim, a simulator

framework that can tractably and flexibly explore the many-core design space.

Unlike traditional microarchitecture simulators such as the once-ubiquitous Sim-

pleScalar [BA97], MC-Sim can model application workloads comprised of ei-

ther single or multiple applications. Moreover, each of these applications can

be either single-threaded or shared-memory multithreaded, enabling the simu-

lated execution of modern parallel applications designed to exploit multi-core

processing power. MC-Sim is faster than full-system simulators such as Michi-

gan’s M5 [BDH06], or the widely used combination of Simics [MCE02] and

GEMS [MSB05], and can thus tractably model systems containing 64 or more

processor cores. Unlike the SESC simulator [RFT05] upon which it was based,

MC-Sim contains built-in support for scalable many-core memory systems and
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interconnect structures, such as multi-banked shared SNUCA caches [KBK02], a

robust, directory-based MSI cache-coherence protocol [CSG99], and a lightweight

network-on-chip model [BM02] which supports flexible mapping of caches, cores,

and memory interfaces to different positions in the topology.

Recent advances in the physical design of high-speed interconnect have led

to the creation of RF-interconnect (or RF-I), which is a low-latency, low-power,

high-aggregate bandwidth transmission-line technology that has been projected

to scale better than either traditional wire technology or competing transmission

line technologies [CST08b]. RF-I has been proposed and studied as an intercon-

nect for off-chip, off-board applications [CVC05][KKX05]. In this dissertation,

we present the first on-chip interconnection network design to utilize RF-I. RF-I

communication can provide signal propagation at the effective speed-of-light, al-

lowing single-cycle cross-chip communication no longer possible with conventional

wire [HMH01]. However, RF-I transmission lines incur a silicon logic cost at both

the transmission (Tx) and receiving (Rx) ends of the wire, making it infeasible

to completely replace conventional wire with RF-I. In this work, we consider the

design of a hybrid NoC topology which combines a conventional wire mesh with

an RF-interconnect overlay. We call this design MORFIC (Mesh Overlaid with

RF-InterConnect). In this design, a single RF-I transmission line bus is added

to the mesh. This bus logically behaves as a set of long-distance shortcuts in the

mesh, with each shortcut allocated its own set of channels (or radio frequency

bands) on the bus. This is analogous to adding a highway (the RF-I transmis-

sion line) atop a grid of city streets (the wire mesh), where each network router

equipped with an RF-I transmitter (Tx) acts as a highway on-ramp, and each

router equipped with an RF-I receiver (Rx) acts as a highway exit-ramp. More-

over, the set of Tx and Rx in the network may be re-tuned such that the RF-I

channels are flexibly re-allocated to new sender/receiver pairs. This effectively
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enables low-cost reconfiguration of the logical shortcut links in the network.

The introduction of RF-I into a mesh network-on-chip raises several design

questions, some of which we have answered in different ways at different times

during our investigation.

1. How many routers should be RF-enabled? Mesh routers become RF-

enabled when they are equipped with an additional port (either unidirec-

tional or bidirectional), with either an RF-I transmitter, an RF-I receiver,

or both connected to this port. In this work, we restrict our mesh routers

to be at most 6-port routers, meaning that each router can be at the send-

ing end of up to one RF-I shortcut, and at the receiving end of up to one

shortcut. The addition of a sixth port to a mesh router increases its area

cost as well as its static power consumption, and the addition of RF-I logic

components (Tx and/or Rx) also consumes area, but not static power, as

RF-I components do not leak.

In Chapter 4, we initially explore RF-I by intuitively selecting 16 routers

in the design (3 per quadrant and 4 in the center) to be both senders

and receivers on bidirectional shortcut links. These routers were selected

to allow symmetric cross-chip communication that eased communications

between clusters of cores and clusters of cache-banks.

In Chapter 5 our static shortcuts are selected at design-time using the

presented architecture-specific algorithms. With each of these algorithms

we select 16 unidirectional shortcuts, with up to 32 unique routers acting

as either senders or receivers. When we design adaptive shortcuts, we

must select their sources and destinations from a set of candidate routers

which are RF-enabled at design time. We explored the power/performance

tradeoff of enabling various numbers of routers, and settled on 50 RF-
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enabled routers as the design point of interest for adaptive shortcuts, due

to the high degree of overall flexibility provided. This flexibility enables

dynamic power and latency savings at a reasonable level of static power

and area consumption. We experienced diminishing returns enabling any

more than 50 routers in our 10x10 mesh topology.

2. How much bandwidth should be allocated to the RF-I transmis-

sion line bus? How should this bandwidth be divided among com-

municating pairs? Throughout much of this work we have considered an

allocation of 256B of total RF-I, with which we provide sixteen 16B short-

cuts on a 2 GHz network. On a 32nm RF-I design, this can be realized as

an RF-I bus comprised of 43 total wires, with 12 frequency bands per wire,

and 8 Gbps per band, providing over 4096 Gbps total bandwidth. In Chap-

ter 4 we considered smaller allocations: 16B, 32B, and 96B of aggregate

RF-I bandwidth, corresponding to sixteen 1B, 2B, and 6B RF-I shortcuts

respectively. We found that in the absence of a congestion-avoidance strat-

egy that restricts the use of these RF-I links, performance may actually

degrade (with applications taking up to 4x as long to complete compared

to baseline).

3. Which routing algorithm should be used on the baseline mesh?

Which routing algorithm should be used for a mesh with added

shortcuts? In this work we only consider minimally routed packets, mean-

ing that each packet takes the shortest number of hops from its source to its

destination. On the baseline mesh architecture, this can be realized with

dimension-ordered routing, which will transmit packets minimally over a

hop-count equal to the Manhattan Distance between the source and des-

tination router. In the baseline mesh of Chapter 4, we realized this with
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XY/YX routing, a balanced approach to dimension-ordered routing that

sends half of the packets along the X dimension first, and the remainder

along the Y dimension first. In Chapter 5 we modified our baseline design

to use the more conventional XY routing.

Upon introducing an overlay of RF-I to the mesh, we switched to the use of

shortest-path routing, ensuring that each packet would use an RF-I shortcut

as long as this shortcut was on its shortest path. These routes were stored in

a small lookup table at each network router, and recomputed whenever the

shortcut set was adapted. To avoid network congestion, balanced shortest-

path routing could have been employed, but this is beyond the scope of this

work.

4. At what granularity should the RF-I channels be assigned to

sender/receiver pairs? In other words, how frequently should

the RF-I shortcuts be established/re-established? In Chapter 4 we

assign shortcuts once, intuitively, at design time. In Chapter 5 we explore

different granularities of shortcut adaptivity. All shortcuts are selected

automatically, at either design time (static), application load-time (adap-

tive application-specific), or periodically over the coarse of an application

(fine-grain adaptive shortcuts). We realized the most gain by establishing

shortcuts once per application, and experienced no statistical advantage

by adapting at a finer granularity (even under the most ideal conditions:

perfect knowledge of each execution period’s communication, as well as

immediate, zero-overhead network reconfiguration).

5. Which sender/receiver pairs should be allocated communication

channels on the RF-I? In other words, how should shortcuts be

selected? In our initial exploration in Chapter 4 we assign shortcuts in-
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tuitively, selecting those most likely to enhance connectivity between clus-

ters of cores and clusters of cache-banks. In Chapter 5 we present two

approaches to shortcut selection. The first, architecture-specific shortcut-

selection, has no knowledge of the communication needs of any particular

application, and instead attempts to minimize the average hop-count of

communication over all sources and destinations in the network. The second

approach, application-specific shortcut-selection, considers both hop-count

between each source and destination as well as the frequency of communica-

tion between them. This approach relies on a profile of the communication

between network components over the course of an application’s execution,

but other means (such as aggressive static analysis at compile-time) could

also be used to generate an approximation of these patterns. Explorations

of such static analysis lies beyond the scope of this work.

Although we did not investigate the establishment of shortcuts for a work-

load comprised of multiple applications, straightforward extensions of the

application-specific selection algorithm can be imagined (perhaps weighting

the candidate shortcuts by each application’s priority). Evaluations of such

heuristics are also beyond the scope of this work.

In this thesis, we have evaluated the performance potential of 16 intuitively-

chosen RF-I shortcuts, overlaid on top of a 10x10 mesh interconnect with 16B

bidirectional links between neighboring routers. The RF-I components and ad-

ditional router ports that implement this overlay consume only 0.18% of area

overhead on a 400mm2 die. We demonstrate that this allocation of RF-I can pro-

vide an average 13% (up to 18%) boost in application performance, corresponding

to an average 22% (up to 24%) reduction in per-packet latency. We have found

that when adding shortcuts to a mesh, deadlock becomes a possibility, and have
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demonstrated that progressive deadlock detection and recovery [DP01] is a more

performance-effective technique for handling deadlock than complete deadlock-

avoidance [GN92][OM06], which halves the potential performance advantage of

RF-I by placing conservative restrictions on network routes.

Furthermore, we have found that in the presence of shortest-path routing,

RF-I access points may become traffic bottlenecks, and have designed and evalu-

ated two RF-I utilization strategies, which selectively restrict the ratio of packets

which are routed on their shortest path versus those sent using dimension-ordered

routing. The best RF-I utilization strategy, one that adapts to changing commu-

nication needs of an application, can improve performance by up to 6.5% over

baseline on a 32B RF-I allocation (versus more than 200% performance degrada-

tion without) and up to 14.3% over baseline on a 96B RF-I allocation. We have

demonstrated that RF-I may benefit a range of multi-core designs, including

mesh networks with 8, 16, and 32 cores. Furthermore we have demonstrated that

RF-I shortcuts perform about twice as well as identical shortcuts implemented

via conventional repeated wire, as conventional wires that cross the chip incur

multiple-cycle transmission latencies.

Finally, we have reduced power-consumption in an aggressive many-core NoC

via bandwidth reduction of the baseline conventional-wire mesh links. We demon-

strate that the use of RF-I shortcuts overlaid upon a reduced-bandwidth mesh

can compensate for the loss of bandwidth, by maintaining or even improving net-

work latency on a variety of cutting-edge applications and traffic patterns. We

accomplish this by leveraging dynamically adaptive RF-I shortcuts in our topol-

ogy, providing additional communication bandwidth only where required to meet

the specific communication demands of each application. We show that adaptive

RF-I can enable a 65% NoC power savings as well as an 82.3% NoC area savings
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by reducing the underlying mesh bandwidth from 16B to 4B, while maintaining

performance comparable to baseline. Finally, we demonstrate that even under

ideal conditions such as oracle knowledge and immediate, no-overhead reconfigu-

ration, there is no significant performance nor power advantage to adapting RF-I

shortcuts more frequently than once per application.
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